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 contract between the 
university and 
an
 Oakland rim associated with 
concert promoter Bill Graham will tiring rock 





 to work with
 mem-
hers of Fillmore Fingers. said Ted Cady, man-











grown.  Cady said. The references they 
have are really excellent. The) have been able 




 strong company and 
we're
 





tan Stadium. They'll he putting sonic, money in 
the stadium to upgrade the concession area. 












 can write as 




your entries are 
eagerly sought by 
the 
SJSU English Department for 
a nation-
wide  fiction contest.
 
"The lithe, muscular
 young man eased 
his rippling body into the molded 
plas-




His  sloe-eyed. mysterioas 
girlfriend fixed him with a smoldering 
glare,
 bosom heaving. as she adjusted 
her skimpy late 
camisole  over her lus-
cious shoulders. He 
had .111111elhillt; 
better























contest (also known  as 
the  director of the




 lab and 
founder
 at 









 of any 
genre. 
Neatness  and accuracy of the en-
tries aren't important,  hut originality 
is. Entries must 
be submitted on a 3 by 
5 -inch notecard  with the 
author's
 
name, address, daytime telephone 
number and category on the 
back. 
Anyone
 can enter as many times 
as they like,  as long as his entries are  
received by the English 
Department  hy 
April 
IS.
 Rice said. 
"We have entries from all of the 
states and 80 or 90 foreign countries as 
well," Rice said. 
So far, there have been no entries 
from Antarctica, hut cards have 
poured in from just 
about  everywhere 
else - Canada. countries in Europe 
and Africa, he said. 
"One individual
 from Venice. 
California must he doing nothing with 
his time hut write 
for this. We 
must 
have a yard of entries from him 
by 
now." Rice noted. 
The grand prize
 winner will re-





Apple, maker of the official word pro-
cessor for the 
contest.  
The contest was named for
 Lord 
Edward 
Bulwer-Lytton,  author of such 
weighty tomes
 as "The Last Days 
of
 
Pompeii"  and creator 
of the famously 
trite opening
 sentence often used 
by 
Snoopy  "It was
 a dark and stormy 
night.
 . ." 
The contest is a 
way to find new 
and better ways 
to




























will  he open from 
9 
a.m. to 8 








 the main 
entrance  of 













from 9 a.m. to 2:30 
p.m. 







Their  contract 
expired 




because  their efforts did not draw a 
big 
audience. The contract
 with Fillmore Fin-
gers 
could














 and received 
an additional 
SI million 
loan from Bank ot 
the  West for 
the 1985 
Spartan Stadium 
eispansion,  said 
foundation director Richard Still 
The 
foundation  still 
owes
 $1 5 
million on 
the loan from
 Packard and the 




 the Bank of the West loan,
 he said. 
"For us to repay what 
we




















able to do a 
lot more in terms ..I 
promotion 
than we have in the past." Cady.
 
said. 
Fillmore Fingers has contracts with lacili-
ties including the Shoreline 
Amphitheatre
 in 
Mountain View, the Warlield 
Theatre in San 
Francisco. the Greek Theatre in Berkeley and 






concession  companv was 
chosen 
through a hid 





mailed  to 
them
 
asking them for their
 
hid,
 ,utd it vire%ieminp 
them. Fillmore Fingers was chosen.
 Cadv said. 
The 
concessioners  are not paid 
(iv
 the uni-
versity. In fact, they pay the
 universitv a per 




sold  during performances  These 
concessions include soda,  beer, hamburgers 
and other items, he said. 
Taylor Concessions used to bring
 in $2 
per head with each event.
 Fillmore Fingers 
brings in 53.50 per 
head
 
at the other 
facilities  it 
does business with,














 will he two 









to 25,(8X) people in 
the staduim. although I 
don't know 
whether it will be that with this 
show. 













 that Bill Graham has done at the
 
Spartan Staduim in eight 
years." Cady said. 
Cady said 
the  university 
hired him 
be-
cause  he had 
a good rapport
 with the 
Graham  
organi/ation.
 "I think this













 top, lends her hands
 to Shelly Stroh, on the ladder, 
while 
Stroh waits
 for her Delta 
Gamma 
sisters
 to pass up more  
nails. The 
banner  was their 
house's




















hopefuls  discuss issues
 
while 
party offers free lunch 





presidential candidates were an-








The  [hull. 
tithan 
('hargin, was serving hot dogs. 
Chargin. the ASAP candidate, 
said
 that she bypassed the forum.
 held 
in the upper pad of the
 Student Union, 
because she felt
 that she would he able 
to 






The same reason 
was  given for 
('hargin's absence
 at Monday's forum. 
One ASAP 
candidate.  John Bliss, who 
is running for A.S. 
director of Spurn -
voted
 Programs,  showed 
up late. 
"I 
told Arnold Say (chairman
 of 











fraternity)  last 
Wednesday 
night 
that we would not 
he able to at-
tend





eli that we would 
have a larger turn-
out at 
the  barbecue than 
would  he at 
theSay   
toriitii
savats)the
 party did leave 
word  













Say  said 
"But 















said  that last 
week's
 
forum, conducted  by













be biased like 
last week*, tortim.-
Chargin said. "I 



















nia) get a free ride 
a proposal to eliminate bus fares  dur-
ing peak hours












the Santa Clara 
County Transit Dis-
trict, said he is scheduled 
to report to 
the 
commission  Wednesday an esti-
mated
 impact of 
decreased
 or free 
fares for 
all  riders between 6 




SJSU students ride 
the 
bus to the university. 
said Henry 
Orhach, SJSU 






over fee decrease issue, 











 5400,000 less 
to
 
work with in its 1987-88 budget 
if vot-
ers repeal last 
year's







 a rift be-
tween two
 campus 










 Boothe - who 
is also A.S. pres-
ident and 
an




said he is 
"adamantly op-
posed"







 and one of the peti-
tion's
 sponsors, wants to 
see funding 
at the level it was 
belOre the increase. 
Before the fee was 
increased  by 
$8
 last May 
the  anticipated income for 
the associated 
students  was 5497,800. 
After the fee initiative
 passed, the an-
ticipated income was
 $896,040 
Boothe said he will not take his 
seat as director of 
California state af-




 is running for 
the  position 
unopposed. 
"I remember the problems the 
hoard 
had  last year in passing 
the bud-
get." Boothe said.
 "It wasn't a 
pleas-
ant expenence.
 I don't want to 
he the 
one  who will have 
to
 tell groups that 
they 
won't  begetting 
money . 




"Individual students would 
save  
$16 annually. hut student
 prngrarn-
ming would lose
 S418,000 (in 
the 








hoard  each 
budgeted  account 
would he cut 44.44 percent. 
Boothe
 said SJSU would rank last 
in the
 CSU system in 
support  of 
stu-
dent activities and programming. It 
would  he 
19th
 out of 19 
campuses.
 













worked,''  Cressy said. "I wouldn't 
say, necessarily, that any of those 
pro-
grams 
would he cut. 
(hull there 
will  
probably  be an 
across
-the -hoard cut of 
most 
programs























and  women's amateur ath-
letics.







passed last year, 




Boothe said the 
wrestling  and 
gymnastics programs probably 
wouldn't


















MSC  in 
1981








dents  used 


















 11.4 percent 
rode the bus three
 





percent  rode bicycles 
or
 mo-
torcycles.  2.7 
percent  rode the bus two 






 in trains. Orhach said. 
If the commission 
approves the 
free fare plan. it 
vi
 ill 






















 Stephanie M. Nkhois 
Daily staff writer 
The 









 all 19 
California  
State  
University campuses has forced 
SJSU to go ahead 
tin its own pro -
leer 









would  cost $2 million 
over  five 
years 
and will he 
lunded out of 
SJSU's
 general budget. 
said  Ex-
ecutive Vice 




































Lynn Hunter, Advertising Director 
Putusned




















































I on -campus record store. 
Backers of the initiative have never
 
provided the 
Associated  Students Board of Di-
rectors with a detailed and 
workable  business 
plan. Proponents




 students would 
support  the 
store, and there 
is no nearby competition for an 
"average  of four miles" 
in any direction. 
In 




conducted and we're 









 maintain that 
SJSU  is primarily 
a com-
muter 
campus,  and it 




students  to drive to one 
of  the many large -
chain record 
stores
 and buy 
music  at a much 
better price than 
an
 on -campus store 







 is absolutely no 
space on campus
 for a record store,
 especially 
in the space 
occupied by the extremely success-
ful




Look at the facts on record sales 
Editor. 
Thank you kir the 
opportunity  to rebut last week's 
edi-
tonal and 
other  writings which were 
skeptical
 towards the 
success of a 
non-profit,  student -operated 
record
 store and 
tape service. 
First and foremost,
 let's look at the hard cold facts:
 
Fact: Not all 
campus record stores 
fail. Professionals in 
the record distributing
 business are the 
first  to point out that 
competition from major stores
 within the community cannot
 
he competed with. 
Since  1980. when the 
Bank
 of America 
forced
 the record store (which
 used to advertise in the 
Spar-
tan Daily) to move
 away from the corner 
of Fourth and San 
Fernando
 streets, no major 
record stores are to 
be found 
within an average 
distance  of four miles 
in any direction 
from SJSU. 
Fact: Selectivity is 
the main advantage of 
large record 
stores. This one would 
provide stock of items 







ders can he tilled 
as quickly as one 
day.  Think of the 
conve-
nience! Most major 
record
 stores won't even bother
 with the 
nuisance 
of special orders these 







 be competitive because of 
comparati-
vely lower overhead. 
Fact: A five-year
 plan of operation 
would equate to 
only 20 cents per student 
per semester; a small price 
for 
such savings and service. 
Fact:  Research shows that if only 
12 percent of record 
and tape 
purchases  made by SJSU students 
were
 made on 
campus
 it would be enough to financially sustain itself. Be-
yond that, gains could he allocated to our financially 
ailing 
educational programs. 
Fact: It can and will work. The 
University of Califor-
nia at San Diego's operation does quite well. UC-San Die-





to ours, and our 
overall
 population 
is about 50 percent  larger. 
Fact: The research and feasibility 
of this operation has 
been examined
 and endorsed by members of the Small 
Business 
Administration  and the Service Corps of Retired 
Executises.
 
To look at this another way,  who would have ever 
thought that out 
commuter  campus would he successful 
with operations like: a howling 







 good an 














can't  vote. They 








such  as . . this 
type of service 
would he inap-
propriate for our 
campus.
 
Fortunately, members of the A.S. hoard of directors,
 
who do vole, have proven themselves to he much more im-
partial. professional and 
responsible
 in their decision mak-
ing. What they are 
asking  for is guidance from this 
elec-
tion's ballot issue. 
Remember, a no vote means support for trying 





Education  Counseling 





 this entire election  
business too se-
riously. If you are going to pull the Hedonistic Opportunis-
tic Guild candidates
 because
 they don't 
express  serious 
viewpoints, you should definitely pull the ASAP party for 
the same reason. 

















ing for the 
candidates,  the election really belongs to the can-
didate 




voting  to 
he






















concerned.  non -apathetic 
voter,




























 On relevant  



















 posed by 
a panel









ously  empty 
The debate which 
lollowed  was 
interesting,
 although it 
lost
 somewhat the flavor
















would  have a 
debate  or 
so I 
thought
 But the candidate
 disappointed 
me











 be there 
discussing





tie. I he candidate skated
 . and instead 
plugged his party's hot
-thug 







 get "up front






 comments on 
the  
issues 
he did address 
were often tinged with intolerance. In his discussion of the 
controversial fee -repeal issue,  that candidate stated that 
A.S. funds had been mismanaged in part by funding  'Com-




if elected to 




grams he will censor
 what the public hears 
on
 the basis of 
his personal beliefs? This is discrimination in the worst 
sense
 
and a violation of freedom of speech. Although 1 
ntay not 
approve  (il a certain
 way of tile for my self, 
is not 
my place to judge others for their ideals, and this is what the 
ASAP candidate seemed 
to 
do. 
If this party 
wants to 
gain votes, it must keep from 
gk
 
ing  itself an intolerant 
viewpoint
 and insulting people. Their
 
representatives
 must represent the ideas
 of the  party. The 
forum 
was  a good idea so that students could see what 
the 
candidates views were as 
opposed
 to each other. The ab-
sence of ASAP 
representation  leads me to believe that the 
candidates do not see this need 
- for them it is only ban-











The ASAP party says the 
current Associated Students 
government and the Responsible Alliance party are waste-
ful, inefficient and lack concern for students. The ASAP 
party says they will save us SI 6 a year 15418,720) and still 
improve student services. The ASAP party says special in-
terests are being pandered to. The ASAP party says. . 
Wait.




The A.S. fee was raised for the first time since 195i7  
last year. The A.S. was working with the same level of 
money  f   1967, trying to fund 20 -years worth of infla-
tion. cost increases,
 expanded programs and needs. 
Not keeping pace with inflation is irresponsibre, ineffi-
cient and shows 
a lack of concern for students. Are any of 




films.  plays. homecoming.  
music events or athletics? 
Do you use the A.S. business office,
 leisure 
service's  
programs, the print shop, legal 
counseling,  child care, dis-
abled students services or the Women's Resource Center? 
Are you involved with 
the College Republicans. 
MEChA. athletics or the Greeks? 
The ASAP wants to cut $418.720 and give you more. 
More is less. as George Orwell said in 1984. Nice rhetoric. 
but empty.
 Where will the
 
money  come from'? 
I . A cut back in A.S. stipends would leave $412,095. 
2. Cutting our men', and women's athletics would 
leave $312,095.
 





4. Cutting out the art gallery, KSJS, the II music 
groups (no marching hand at 
games),  plays, dances, and all 
the Instructionally Related Activities increases would leave 
$109,459.
 
5. Plus the A.S. has to pay $27.(XX) for university ac-
counting and custodianship
 charges which the ASAP party 
cannot 
cut. 
The ASAP party would have 
to cut child care, home-
coming,  disabled students services, and the Women's Cen-
ter. Even if they eliminated all IRA funding, they would 
still need to cut more than $136,000 from other segment's. 













I am responding to the organized attack
 being made on 
the ASAP party and their support of the fee decrease. First 
of all. the ASAP party has not turned 
this one issue into the 
major focus of the election. The
 fact of the matter is the Re-
sponsible Alliance party has concentrated all its 
time and 
energy on trying to 
amplify  the fee decrease. 
Secondly,  we do not favor last year's increase because 
it was originally defeated in the 
general election last year. 
However,




 ballot one week before 
finals. Only 900 stu-
dents voted in the special election. We feel the entire stu-
dent body
 should he allowed to decide the fate 
of the in-
crease. 
not just 2.5 
percent







 we are not ignorant of what the money is 
used  
for Perhaps I should inform the readers that Greek
 Week, 
the Disabled Students Association,
 the Asian -American 
Spring 
Festival.  KSJS and many other 
programs
 received 
the same amount of A.S. 
funding  before the increase. The 
Theatre Arts Department 
received a 10 -percent decrease in 
funding after  the fee 
increase.
 The Spartan Daily received 
only
 a 10 -percent increase.
 The 
A.S.  print shop is self-suffi-
cient. leisure 
services  was given a 5 -percent 
increase. 
homecoming week was given 52.000 
and the business 01 - 
rice was given a 22 -percent increase
 in funding. 
Founhly. ASAP would not cut funding of the child de-
velopment center. We 
know they desperately need the fund -
mg they 
receive  and they
 serve the 
students
 of this 
univer-
sity in a much
-needed  way. 
Fifthly. the A.S. program hoard's budget 
has  more 
than doubled, 
yet  the program quality has declined signifi-
cantly.
 
In conclusion, I urge all students to go the the A.S. 
business office and compare this year's budget to last 
year's 
and see for themselves 
where  their money has gone.
 and 
how the fee
 increase was used. Pay close attention to the 


















for  protecting 
me from the 
Hedonist'.
 
Opportunistic Guild. I 
think  you have done a 
wonderful
 
service, not only for me. hut for the entire SJSU student 
body. God
 forbid any of us might he exposed to an  alterna-
tive viewpoint. 
If we were all exposed to such
 evil, who 
knows what might 
happen'?  We might end up with up with a 
banana slug 
as








It's good to know that even when my mother isn't 
around. I can always depend on the Spartan Daily to make 
decisions for me. 
By the way. I was wondering if you could help me de-












As the faculty 
adviser to the music council,
 an ap-
pointed body of students 
representing
 the Music Depart-
ment. I would like
 to clarify any questions 
regarding an un-
fortunate 
incident  that occured in a 
council
 meeting March 
17. In light of the 
upcoming  Associated Students 
elections, 
the council had invited Tom Boothe.
 current A.S. president 
and 
unopposed  candidate for director of 
California  state stu-
dent affairs on the 





With respect to A.S. protocol,  a 
person  who identified 
himself as a member of 
the ASAP party, although not on the 
slate of candidates,  
was  present and allowed to 
speak.
 I 
would like to indicate  that this 
young man became very de-
fensive,  which behavior was 
unprovoked,
 was seemingly 
uninformed 
about specific details and used obscene lan-
guage twice. At this 
point,  I was forced to expel him from 
the meeting, since such language in a public 
place  is unpro-
fessional,
 unnecessary and uncalled-for. 
Such
 behavior in 
the national political 
or
 public arena would probably result 
in severe penalty. 
1 felt that 
his  behavior biased his audience 
inunedi-
ately, without ever knowing 
the issues of his party's plat-
form. The 
problems
 inherent in political 
actis ities are obvi-
ous without adding insult to 
injury. I ask that students 
involved in politics
 on this campus focus on 
the facts while 
being
 
decorous  models of 
behavior  in human 
relations.
 











In an effort to show the students how fiscally responsi-
ble
 the ASAP party will he. they decided to buy Cokes for 
anyone passing by the barbacue pits on Seventh Street. If 
this is any indication of what they consider a priority -funded 
service for students then we can say goodbye to leisure serv-
ices,  program hoard. disabled students, and KSJS. 
Brian Burke 
Senior 


























Paul Romero. ASAP 
ictoria





Francois Larrivee,  REAL 






























Itch Cardona. REAL 








 opportunity  to 






readers  to write 
letters
 
to the editor. 
All  letters 1111(0 hear the 
writer's





and clas.s lever Phone
 numbers and 
anony-
ttttt s letters 
will  not he printed. 
Deliver letters
 to the Daily 
ttlf iee on the 

















 the right 
to
 edit letters 
for 












 's Tau 










Union  had 
a nebulous
 winner, 



















 for the 
leaders
 of each 





about  campus 
issues  





















 was passing 
her time in 
the  barbecue 
pits,  
handing 
out  free hot 
dogs
 and sodas to 
at an ASAP -
sponsored 
cookout.  When 




 hour out of her
 day to participate
 in a debate 




 a chance 















said  the 
weenie
 roast was 
planned  long 
before the
 debate, and
 that Tau 
Delta  Phi knew 
there 
was a time 
conflict. But, 
although she 
admitted  the 
student
 turnout at 
the ASAP 



























she said she 
feared the





 Sure, that's 
what Tau Delta




was  a setup . 









 that they 
are going to 
lower  fees -- 
with-
out cutting 
services  - - and 
reduce  textbook 
prices. 
We 
were  really 
interested
 in finding





also  touted her 
event  as a way to 
illus-
trate 
the  "positive 
attitude**  of 
her




 of our 
candidates  to 





I feel sorry for 
Chargin.  because I 
believe  she is 
being
 manipulated
 by the ASAP 





 if she 
believes
 all her candi-
dates  are 
interested
 in the needs
 of SJSU 
students.  
How 
well  did she know John Bliss. ASAP candi-
date 






her slate? Bliss last year demonstrated his contempt 
for 
ideologies  contrary to his own beliefs by 
saying
 
Gay and Lest 
.an Awareness
 Week
 organiters should 
have spent A.S. 
money  to identify participants so the 
"rest of us could then recognire them instantly and 
keep a safe 
distance
 -- in 














by telling the audience he 








lesbians."  He's a real gem.
 Chargin  

















person even a Spartan Daily edi 




 one view 
of the debate, and 
let voters decide. 
While 




left no doubt that




 - he is 
chairman
 of the board 
of
 the 
soon -to -he -open student










with  his 
answers.
 
When asked what his 
weaknesses  are. Carroll re 
plied, 
"this could take a 
while. 1 really don't
 want to 
go in to 









 an adept 










































































 I ask the 








































 your ideal 
of truth and 











Party viable and 
















your  lenses 
have  been rather
 soiled 
lately,
 for much 
of 
your  recent 
reporting  of 
the actions 
of











































































When,  you, the 
Daily,  start to 









will  start 
warming 














are  the custodians




at work by 4 
a.m. We 
are hired
 to keep the 
buildings  
clean, hut what really bothers us is the tact that the univer-
sity 
wants to 





 has e to park for
 safety. 
If we have to park in the garage,
 our lives will he en-
dangered because we will have to walk several blocks 
alone. The last thing SJSU needs is for some of its workers 
to 
he raped,
 mugged or even killed. Either 
we park on 
Fourth Street or they should change our hours 
to 
7 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. Our main concern is for the women who 
will 
have to worry about getting to their jobs safely. 
If we are Ibrced to park in 
the garages, we will have no 
idea where people are parking and 
will  be going alone in-
stead of 
in groups. Safety is in numbers, so we the custodi-
ans would like to have a meeting 
with  whoever decided to 







Grim script foreseen with less funds 
Editor. 
Please consider the following scenario. 
Bob: Hey. Paul! What's happening? You got any plans for 
the $16 we saved this year? What we should we do? 
Paul: Don't know. 
Why  don't we go see Julia at the volley-
ball match? 
Bob: 
We can't They don't have enough money 
tOr  refer-














about  a concert
 at Morris 
Dailey'?  
Bob: Great!




lost SI 00. 
so with tti 
program hoard's cut. they can't afford to get one this week 
Paul: Why don't we get Sally and Joe and go see that play 




 Well, we  could have,  but since the child care center 
was 
cut, it is only open 9 to 
4,
 three days per week. They 
have to spend most of their money 
on
 child care 
for little 
Joe 
at that center three miles away,  and they don't 
base
 any free 
time. 
Paul: But this is the only play Theatre Arts can afford to 
put on this year with the budget 
cut.  Let's check out the 
Spartan Daily flier to see 
where  the jazz ensemble is play-
ing. 
Bob: OK. Boy it is sure easy to read, since it became two 
pages every other day.
 Hey, it says jazz and choir were cut 
out because the marching 
hand
 has to pay its way to the 
Fresno State
 game. 
Paul: This is stupid. We received $16 and lost over $400 
grand in great services.
 Leisure Services is cut, homecom-
ing is cut. 
Most
 of the shows are gone. Greek Week, Asian 
Spring Festival. Heck, they even cut the Women's Re-
source
 
Center  to two
 days a week. Let's turn on KSJS and 
kick hack (click. click). Hey, it's dead air. 







would  sap SJSU vitality 
Editor, 
Regarding the 
proposed  $8 tee decrease, students
 
should not
 only be aware that an intiative
 will he on the bal-
lot,  but of the possible consequences 
we
 face if it passes. 
Susan Chargin and Paul 
Romero  of the ASAP party have 
noble  ideas about decreasing fees, spending less money
 and 
being a more effective student 
government.  Where will this 
money he allocated if the 
initiative is not defeated? 
Obviously,  members
 of the ASAP 
party  have not expe-
rienced allocating
 the limited 





who,  in 
general, rarely
 get the full 
amount  they need.
 
Our Athletic Department 
IS in a rebuilding stage. We 
have one of 
best




should  rank high in the PCAA 
next season and 
our wrestlers 
gained national honors this year. KSJS
 has 
gained popularity among SJSU 
students.  The Spartan Daily 
is looked at as a model 
by
 other campus newspapers in 
Cali-
fornia,  and it well -informs us of what is 
going  on at SJSU. 
How will our these 




These are just a few 
of
 the approximately 100 student 
organizations 
and  departments that will suffer
 due to a fee 
decrease. Money is needed 
badly  and the ASAP proposed to 
cut fees. Students should
 he aware that cutting fees will in-
evitably lead to cutting essential SJSU programs pro-
grams that you. I and 
our  peers actively participate in. 
I hope 
that SJSU can see through
 the ASAP's clever 
tactic of offering better service
 for
 less
 money Let's face 
reality: A decrease
 in fees will lead to a decrease 
in the 
quality an 



























Tuesday  that 
Americans
























 Ralsanjani also renewed 
Iran's
 
oiler  to in-
tervene
 with



























not  link the threat and





were  made in an interview with
 Tehran radio that 
was monitored
 in Nicosia. 
The United 
States says 
Iran has deployed anti
-ship  





through which  20 per-
cent 
ol the non-communist 
world,
 oil passes. 
Eight Americans are among the 24 foreigners miss-
ing in Lebanon and presumed
 held by Moslem kidnap-
pers. Most
 are believed to be captives of extremist Shiite 
groups 
hacked
 by Iran. 
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger said Sunday 
the United States is ready to protect oil tankers against 
Iranian attack and is making contingency
 plans for mili-
tary action.
 
Second sub heads 
for bay 
ALAMEDA (API - The Navy is making quiet pre-










 to a newspaper report. 
No 
public















according  to a 
Navy  
spokesman




However,  the spokesman
 confirmed that the 585 -
foot -long vessel, a 
guided missile cruiser named the 
U.S.S. Tt'siiis. will he based at the Alameda Naval Air 
Station and is due to arrive at the end




The U.S.S. Texas is in the same class as the U.S S. 




 to broke 
SACRAMENTO
 (AP)  Nearly a 
quarter
 of the 
state's  school
 districts and community  















 a report 
indicated Tuesday. 






 offices are 
headed toward the same 
plight 




identify and correct their linancial problems." state Au-
ditor General Thomas Hayes
 said in the report, released 
to the Little Hoover Commission. a state government 
watchdog  agency. 
A review of 132 districts, colleges and 
education  
offices  in California
 showed that 
31. or 23.5 percent, 
had low reserves as 





















common  limn it) brain
 
cancer,  which 
until 
now  
has been quickly and relentlessly
 fatal. J researcher says 
Among 
the 60 patients who have received the ex 
perimental
 therapy so 
far is Dick
 Howser, 
who  resigned 
as manager of the  Kansas 
City  Royals baseball team this 
team
 alter
 attempting a comeback




 whether they have cured anyone 
with the new approach, hut 
some 
ol
 their patients are 
still  alive 
long
 











survival is 14 weeks. 
But
 some are apparently tree ol 










rally the body 's 
own  immune delenses




 being used to 










mors occur in 
the United States each 
year.  and 7(1 per-




























 C. Everett Koop said 
Tuesday . 
'I can't 
understand  why it is so 
convoy
 ersial.  he 
said.





 getting married 
today would want to 
he tested and 





 his or her 
intended spouse 
had  the AIDS virus.
 
"One
 ol the 





this .. is my 
great concern







 he said 
"I




pregnancy  M tthoui
 voluntarily 




 v irus." 
Researchers
 say there 
is about a 90 
percent  chance 
that a woman
 inlected  with





child  It is 


























 a giant concert




 the Golden 







 did no say
 whether he 















 lor tree at 
the May 
24 open-air 
concert  at Criss.), 
Field are Huey
 
Lewis  and The News,
 the Gratelul
 Dead. Tony 
Bennett.  
the San 
Francisco  Sy inphony
 and the Turk 
Murphy Jazz 
Band.  




Reagan to push a 
button  turning on the new,
 permanent 
lights on 
the graceful suspension 
bridge linking San 
Francisco and Mann
 County at the edge







 Day '87 
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
 today in the Stu-
dent Union 
Ballroom.  Call 
Dorine  at 
277-8050, Jenny 











Serving the San Jose State 
University
 Community 
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 TV from 11:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in the 
Industrial Studies Building. 
Room  
113. Call V. Schenk at 277-3591 for 
information. 
   
The Campus Christian Center 
will have Bible
 study from noon to I 
p.m. today in the Student Union Mon-
talvo Room. Call Natalie Shiraj at 
298-0204  for information. 
Faculty Booktalks will present 
Prof. Brian Holmes of the Physics De-
panment who will speak on Alister 
MacLean's "The Golden Gate" at 
12:30 p.m. today at the University 




Call David McNeil 
at
 277-
2595 for information. 
   
The Re -Entry
 Advisory Program 
will present Kent 
McLaughlin  speak-
ing on "Strategies for Stress 
Manage-
ment" at 
12:30  p.m. today in the Stu-
dent Union Pacheco
 Room, Call 
Virginia O'Reilly at 277-2005 
for  in - 
tormation.  
   
Carrer  Planning and 
Placement  
will have "Orientation





1:30 p.m. today in the Student
 
Union Montalvo 
Room. Call Deb 
Boogaard at 277-2272 for 
information 














202.  Call Deb Boogaard 
at 277-2272 for information. 
   
Chicana Alliance will have
 a 
Cinco de Mayo meeting 
from
 3 to 4 
p.m. today at Fishbowl on the second 
floor of Walquist
 Library Central. Call 
Fliane Alvarado at 277-3106 for infor-
mation. 
   
The SJSU School of Engineering 
will 
present  Scott Harmon of Robot In-
telligence 
International speaking on 
"Implementation of an 
Autonomous 
Robot" at 4 p.m. today in Sweeney 
Hall, Room
 100. 
   
The Meteorology
 Department 
will have a short























today in the 
Student Union Almaden 
Room.  Call Robert 




   
Career Planning and 
Placement 
will present "Resume 
I" on learning 
how to prepare marketable letters and 
resumes at 5:30 p.m.
 today in the 
Business 
Classrooms.  Room 301. Call 
Deb
 Boogaard at 277-2272
 for infor 
  
 
The Korean Christian 
Fellowship  
will have a 
prayer meeting from 7 
to 9 
p.m. today in the Spartan 
Memorial  
Chapel.
 Call El 
Kim  at 
778-1071
 or 
779-5381 for information. 
   
The Asian
-American Christian 
Fellowship will have 
its weekly meet-
ing 
at 7 p.m. today in Dudley Moore-
head Hall. Room 167.
 Call Don Chin 
at 997-7808 for information. 
   
Psi Chi, the 
National  Honor So-
ciety in 
Psychology will have a 
meet-
ing on GRE 
preparation  at II a.m. to-
morrow in 
Dudley 
Moorehead  Hall. 
Room 337. 






   
Campus 
Christian 
Center  will 
have an informal discussion from
 2:30 
to 3:15 p.m. tomorrow
 in the Spartan 
Complex, Room 211. Call Sandy 
Eck 
en at 











 a speech by James Love-
lock, 
author of "Gala: A New 
Look
 in 
Life  on Earth" at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow 
in the Student 
Union  Umunhum 
Room. 
   





CAPTIVATING,  REFRESHINGLY 
DIFFERENT.  





READY  FOR THE MOST 
ORIGINAL
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sports  editor of the Spanan Daily.
 I am 
inure than 
happy  that all 
of




 an end land
 I'm praying 
there  are no 
run-off'.) 
Election  coverage 
has taken up 
more than its 
share ol space in the 
































 fact. if it isn't too 
late, we should con-
sider writing in 
some candidates that would 
make
 
things exciting at SJSU. 







 who I 
would  like to 
see  as A.S.
 officers:
 
, For President, the choice is clear -- Mike 
Pere/
 
lie led the Spartan
 foothall team to a 10-2 re-
cord and a Cal Bowl triumph: surely he could lead the 
student
 hotly. lie's a natural.
 
, For Vice President - Tony
 Lacy.
 You 
couldn't ask for a better backup. 








he the hest choice. Telford  has great control. 
, For Director of Academic Affairs, vote for 
Spartan gymnast Brian lieery. The guy's studying 
physics he must he smart. 






)Ilvarez.  When it comes
 down to 
husiness. (Alvarez rarely makes mistakes. 
, For 
Director
 of California State Student Al: -
lairs. I'd vote for Ricky Berry. Berry 
is well-known in 
the Cal State system and is someone all students 
... ,,ss  
the 
state can look
 up to -- 
literally. 
, For Director of Communications, cast your 
vote for Spartan catcher Rick Rayford. Rayford is a 
natural communicator. Ask the Spartan pitching staff. 
t )ne finger means fire the athletic director,
 two fingers 
means ask
 the administration for more money and 
three fingers means bean President Fullerton. 
, For Director (il' Community Affairs, the hest 
choice would
 he Spartan hammer thrower Fred Schu-
macher. This NCAA Champion came all the way from 
Sweden. and 
instead
 of going home after graduation. 
he became an assistant coach
 
at San 
Jose City College. 
Now there's dedication to a community. 
, For Director of 
Personnel. Spartan volleyball 
player
 Danielle Spier should get the nod. She 
led 
SJSU in 
assists last season she has a 
knack  for 
I inding people. 





 should he Spartan football recruit 
1.aita 
Leatutulu.
 At 6-3, 285 pounds. if he's not right. 
s, h. 
',. 
going well him he's wrong? 
This
 year. the A.S. elections will 








  These are both




 Party would recommend
 scrapping 
the whole idea 
of
 a campus record store. Who needs a 




tor like Lawrence 
Fan?  He has every record you could 
ever 
want. 
The lee repeal is 
also  a stupid idea. All A.S. has 
to do is allocate existing funds 
properly  and get the 
Spartan 
wrestling
 team to take care 
of
 
raising  new rev-
enue. They're experts. 
So there you have it. a great
 way to solve the 
leadership problems
 we have at SJSU. All joking 
aside, I het they could do 
as
 good a job as our current
 
A. S. 
officers,  or nen a better 
job.




Gutman  is the sports editor 
and  thinks the 
world 
revolves  around sports. Full Count appears 
e% cry Wednesday . 
Robert Avoid  Daily
 staff photographer 
Spartan Risk) 
Moilanen  reaches for a 
backhand  shot against 
Swarthmore  College earlier 
this month. The S.IISl' men's
 tennis season is just about













off a victory in the 
March  1 
Rancho Murieta Invitational, 
the SJSU men's 
golf team made another
 strong hid for victory 
Monday in the
 20 -team Northern California
 Col-
legiate Invitational in Stockton. 
The Spartans. who
 had a six -stroke lead 
going  into the final round. 




total  of Um (s as 
good




 three strokes behind the 
University of 
Oregon.  
Paul Dietsche and 
Drew liant led the way 
for the 
Spartans.  Both Dietsche and 
liant  tied 
for 11th place overall in the
 tournament with in-
dividual scores totaling 226. 
John
 Kennaday was next for SJSU, just 
one  
shot behind Dietsche
 and Ilant with a total of 
227, putting him in 12th place overall
 lOr the 
tournament. 
Barry 
Esans  and Mike Foster 
pulled up the 
rear for SJSU finishing with  




The 54 -hole tournament 
had the Spartans 
eight
 strokes out of the lead after the first round 
of play.
 Oregon was 10 shots out 
of the lead. 
SJSU men's golf coach Dick Schwendinger 
wasn't looking for anything 
spectacular in this 
tournament. cspt'cialls 
considering
 that the 
team's top golfer. Keir 
Smith,  was out with a 
muscle
 spasm in his neck. The weather was 
also  
less than desirable. 




had  the tournament in our hands and 
somehow
 lost our 
poise toward the end of the 
final round." Schwendinger said. "However,  
we are getting
 better. In live of the last six tour-
naments,  the 
worst we have done is fourth." 
In 
this  tournament Schwendinger-changed 
his golf 
line  up somewhat. and it paid off. 
"Coaching is a crazy thing. Schwen-












 who was not scheduled  to 
make the 
trip, was put hack in the line up at the last sec-
ond. 
Schwendinger  has high 
hopes  for Evans. 
"Evans is only a freshman and will he a top 
player for us in time:* he said. 




 practice Keir came down with 
a had muscle spasm in the neck." Schwendinger
 
said. "He could not swing the club. It was a 
strange,
 
unfortunate  thing.  It was
 too had,
 he 
cause we really needed him." 
Smith leads the
 team with a scoring average 
if 74.1 strokes
 per round. 
The Spartans next tournament begins on 
April 4. when they travel to nearby Stanford 






















against  the 
12th -ranked 



























 were also 
scheduled 






















 of the sixth 
inning of 
the  first 







tonight  at 
PAL 













City.  N.Y.). 
The 












































day  in and 
day 
out,





























































































produced  a 
run in 
the fourth, three more in the sixth and 
two in the seventh inning
 which turned 
out the lights for SJSU. 
The Spartans' only run produc-
tion came in the bottom of the sixth in-
ning when Christy Eustice crossed the 
plate on a 
passed
 hall. 
SJSU pitcher Gale Dean 
(3-5)  ab-
sorbed the loss for the 
Spartans.  
In the second
 game. the 
Spartans
 
made a legitimate run to split with the 
'Cats, yet failed
 to do so. 
In that game, thanks to Dawn Hil-
genburg's pitching. the Wildcats were 
unable to produce an earned run. Their 
three unearned runs, however,
 were 
enough for
 the victory,  as the hibernat-
ing Spartan hats could only come 
through with
 



























assistant  softball 
coach  
















situations.  What we really 
need is more clutch hitting." 
For tonight's 
game
 with Adelphi. 
Booth  said SJSU must he ready and 
must stay away from 
game threatening 
mistakes. 
"All  of the games we 
play are 
difficult whether the team is ranked or 
not," 
Booth said. "Tonight 
we
 need 
to score early. If 
we can make contin-
uous solid







By Mark foyer 
Daily staff writer 
With  its 9-0 win 
over








match  of the sea-
son was 
against
 Santa Clara Feb. 3. in 
which the Spartans split the six singles 
matches and trailed in doubles play 
when the match was 
halted




 have improved a great deal 
since our first match againq Sdnid 
Tennis
 
Clara." said John Hubbell. 
SJSU 
men's tennis coach. "We started off 
the season with some inexperienced 
players, and they 
have
 improved a 
great deal." 
SJSU's record
 is currently 8-6 
overall. 3-1 in PCAA league play. 
While some of the inexperienced 
players have started
 to become com-
petitive, the Spartans' top two 
players  
have also improved. 
Top-seed 
Malcolm Allen has won 
nine 
of
 his 12 matches this season 
while No.2 seed Tom
 Sheehan has 
won eight 













 by the NCAA1 
in straight sets March 6. Sheehan beat 
No.21 Woody Hunt of California in 
three sets last week. 
Allen said the key to his ini-
provement has 
been  patience, which 
he learned from UCLA's Bruce Green-
wood.  when Greenwood ousted Allen 
in a match March 3. 










 had more 
ex-
perience and 




 the country. 
"DeVries
 has the 
tools to dictate
 
the style of 
play," Hubbell
 said after 
the Cal match. 
"Malcolm is 
still  learn-
ing.  hut he has 
great  potential. 
Re-












 the season. 
At first, it didn't look like he would 
get the 
win  as he 
lost the first set 
2-6. 
But he bounced hack to take the nest 
two sets 7-5,6-4 to get the win. 
"For Tom 
to
 get a win like that 
was a 




started the season 
as the No.5 seed, hut moved
 up to 
No.4 after some impressive wins.
 
Gary Peralia, the new
 No.5 seed, now 
has won three straight matches. Peralta 
has played some of the longer matches 
of the season. 
Doubles has been a plus for the 
Spartans. 
They  swept the 
doubles 
competition against UNLV two weeks 





 for  the 
SJSU  this 
season 

















 host Boise Slate and 




 Jose on 
Monday  
and next Thursday. Fresno State 
comes to town.
 All matches will he 
held at South 
Campus and are sched-
uled to start




The SJSU football team added
 
two
 players to their recruiting
 class 
with the signings ol 
tight end Todd 
Grande and delensive lineman
 
Spencer Smith. 
This brings the number of re-
cruits for the upcoming season to 
29. The first 27 




is a 6-foot -4 -inch. 
210 -pound tight end from
 Palmetto 
High School
 in Miami. He is 
the 
second
 tight end to sign 










 Oaks High 
School in 
Thousand Oaks.
 Smith is the 
fourth  
defensive
 lineman to 
sign











 fifth high 
school  players to 
sign 
this year.The 





Grande is also 
the 10th 
out-of-
state  recruit to 



























University  Ave . Old Town Los 















1 * Wednesday  
PHILANTHROPY DAY
 











































































































































preparing  a 
report 






























meeting,  hut the 
staff 
was 
directed  to 
return







































to the topic 








































 a study 
which 
will




deals  with emergency
 measures to 
he
 taken in the 




gas.  The 












Sher  (D -Mountain 
View).
 
The hill allocated 
$100,000  for 






the  study is 
based on a 
paper prepared

















 of the 






Releases  Using a 
Simple Screen-
ing Model." claims
 "No community 
is adequately prepared 
to handle the 
major catastrophe
 that could result 
from the accidental rupture of 
a metal 
cylinder or pipe
 containing arsine gas. 
a highly toxic gas widely used hy the 
semiconductor 
industry in Santa Clara 
County. 
"An earthquake of a sizable mag-
nitude could cause such a rupture in 
piping, and an accident in transporta-
tion or a fire could cause a major re-
lease of toxic gas." the report states. 
The gases 
studied  in the report in-
clude arsine, phosphine, diborane and 
chlorine,
 which are used extensively in 
the semiconductor industry in the 
Santa Clara
 Valley . 
"The gases





-site."  Ted 
Smith, chairman of the 
Toxics Coali-
tion, told the 
committee. 
The 
enforcement  program 
has 
been plagued by 
setbacks and has 
come under







"Unfortunately, the data 
man-
agement




want  this information 
to be 
avail-
able and useful to the public, as well as 
to the lire department."
 Smith said. 
"I don't mean to he critical ol 
anyone 
at
 all. I think the lire depart-
ment






matter." Smith said. 
"Unless
 you go 
out and get the 









one knows how 
much




member Shirley Lewis 
said that when the program was orig-
nally implemented 
in 1983,  it called 
for completion of 
inspections
 and issu-
ing  of storage 
permits by October 
1986. 
To
 date, only about 50 percent
 
of the facilities 
in San Jose that are 
subject
 to the ordinance 
have been in-
spected and 
been  issued permits. 
"I see red." Lew is said. "The 
seriousness 
of not doing the inspec-
tions in a timely manner really 
bothers 
me. We have 
virtually
 lost $760,000 
in a 
time when we cannot afford to 
lose money. This money came out 
of 







A March 4 
memo  to the coun-
cil's environment committee from 
Charles J. Wilhelm, director of the Of-
fice of 
Environmental  Management. 
listed a summary 
of
 the budget for the 
last ihree
 years. 
An amount of $1,061.60(1 has 
been budgeted,  
according to the 
memo,  while only $301.240 has been 
recovered through fee collection. 
These figures show that only 28 per-
cent 
of the 
program  cost has been re-
covered by collected fees. 
The total cost of the program was 
intended to be funded through collec-







"Fees shall he as set 
forth in the schedule of fees estab-
lished by 
resolution
 of Council and 
shall he sufficient to 
recover  costs of 
administering this chapter." 
The memo stated that "permit 
lees  range in cost front $40 for simple 
facilities such as print 
and  paint shops. 
$680
 or
 a typical chemical ware-
house, to as high as $3,600 for a 
com-
plex manufacturer with many hazard-
ous
 chemicals. Fees are collected 
annually after a permit has been is-
sued. In addition to the calculated per-
mit lee, a $55 per hour inspection fee 
is charged for time spent 
conducting 
inspections."  
"I think one of the
 key things we 
talked  about before is full 
fee recov-
ery." Smith said.
 "I think every city
 
in the county is now
 in violation of this 
ordinance.''
 
Wilhelm addressed the commit-
tee, saying, "We haven't achieved all 
the 
goals  we set out for. HAZMAT 
was asked to perform a variety of non -
program tasks that 
have slowed the 
timetable.  
"The 
HAZMAT issue is actually 
the first of II new initiatives that are 
coming down the road." Wilhelm 




 within the county . 
the county is in a leadership position 
within 
the state,  and  the state is in a 





"I  think 
we were in the 
lead,  but 
not 
anymore."  Lewis responded.
 "It 
is obvious 
Sunnyvale  and Santa Clara 
are 
more serious. Now we are behind 
them." 
Tlw program has also 
suffered
 
from the loss of 
its manager. Peter 
Jones. who 
vanished in January, leav-
ing his position vacant. 
"No one knows 
what happened 
to him." council member Susan Ham-
mer said after the 
meeting. "The po-
lice found his car near the Golden Gate 
Bridge, hut nobody has seen him. 
Jones' duties are now being
 per-






 the stall inspector posi-
tions are filled by lire department per-
sonnel. who 
must  train for 
approxi-
mately six months to fulfill their 
duties.
 
Wilhelm's memo noted that de-
lays in the program have been aggra-
vated because of high turnover in these 
positions,  with four inspectors having 
rotated through the program since its 
inception.  
City  council 
member
 James Beall 
told 
Smith  after the meeting, "We 
should
 have 
those  inspectors out in the 
street, instead 





Industry concern, were presented 
to the environment committee by Jac-
queline A. Bogard of the Santa Clara 
County Manufacturing Group. Bogard 
is the director of the group's environ-
mental programs and director of its 
clean water task force. 
Bogard told the committee.''My 
main concern is 
whether  or not the fees 
collected are being used only for the 
H AZM AT program. 
In an interview after the meeting, 
Bogard said "There were an awful lot 
of realities that 
were not dealt with in 










there were no controls in place. Com-
panies that store toxic gas have hells 
and buzzers that go off if there is a 
leak, and workers dressed in appropri-




industries  don't  
have highly concentrated amounts of 
toxic gases." Bogard said. "The pub-
lic sees Bhopal, (site of a Dec. '3. 1984,  
gas leak in India that killed over 2.500 
people
 and injured about 
200,0(10),  
and thinks, 'My God. This could hap-
pen here.' when,  in reality, 
most
 
places have thimble-fuls of toxic gases 
stored
 (when
 compared to 
Bhopal).''
 
Bogard noted that cannisters 
con-
taining toxic gases 
are subject to sec-
ondary storage. 
'Those  things are 
designed so if 
they fall off a truck at 60 miles per 
hour, the integrity 
of the canister is not 
affected,''




 hear further 
clarifications 






























 will host a 
special 
benefit art 




The auction,  











 374 S. First













 and the 




 $25 per 





















 auction,  
which  
begins
 at 6 
p.m.. 
said  Lisa 
Dearborn.  
coordinator
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all  donated 
by 
various 
sponsors  in 































 to five 
different
 







well  as indi-
vidual 
works  by 
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School 
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 for the event,
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Daily  staff 
photographei  
Gerardo argils.
 a junior majoring in social 
science,
 takes a snooze. Tuesday on a 
bench outside the As-

















 all of the Theater Arts De-
partment productions this semester are 
the conventional
 plays usually held in 
the University. Theater. 
The Experimental Prieluction 
Lab, a learning tool of the 
deNnment,  
is putting on several productions this 
semester performances that go be-
yond  the conventional in the theater. 





ement  . 
action,  sound,
 
color,  lighting, and relationships be-
tween performers and audience. The 
lab also tries experiments between
 the 
different forms of theatrical media 
such as dancing, acting. television and 
song. and any combinations. said Karl 
Toepfer,  an instructor of Theater Ans. 
The lab's projects attempt to ex-
plore the aspects of theater that aren't 
possible in the "more conservative" 
regular productions. said 
Toepter, 
who will himself have a project within 
the 
lab. 
Class credit for the 19() Theatre 
Arts 




 are involved in lab produc-
tions Students from any department 
may initiate a project and would-be ac-
tors who wish to perform in the experi-
mental lab productions must audition 
as they 
would  for any other produc-
tion,  he said. 
The lab, which is non -essential to 
theatre  arts 
majors, uses funding front 
the Theatre Arts Department. None of 
the 
froductions costs much -- usually 
from 530 to $50, Toepler said. 
The nine performances given this 
semester are the most in one semester 
since the lab's conception in Fall 
1985.  Toepfer said. 
Toepler-s own performance, a 
collaboration  with dancer Pam Otto, 
will combine dance,
 theater and lilm 
media  in an experiment to 
he held in 
the television
 studio rather than the 
theater, where 
most of the other per-
formances will beheld. 
Toepfer 
and Otto's "Scenae 
Mysterium." will 
he broadcast on a 
local cable channel April 28 
and 29, 
with each 
show  using a different cast 
for a different 
interpretation  of the 
material. 
Opening in April will he 
"519",  
written and directed by graduate stu-
dent Betsey Hayman. The pl.( y 
is a tra-
ditional iv( o --act, hut the language is 
highly sty hied. Hayman said. 
 'It is 
all done in 
stichomythia."
 
Ilay man explained. This is a rhythmic 
sty le language where characters trade 
on lines,  
talking  independently of 





(il  the play
 is done in sti-
chomythia.  which is extremely diffi-
cult for 
performers.  }layman said. 
Also premiering
 in April is an in-
terpretation of Philip 
Boothe's poem. 
"Second Noon.'' The 
director.  Nellie 










sound and dance 
movements.
 In addition to 
acting  out 
the
 poem. the character,
 will converse 
onstage and 
with the audience about 
their interpretations
 of the poem. 
Graduate student Allaire 
Pater-
son, editor of the Theatre Arts Depart-
ment newsletter
 "Backstage.'' will 
perform in May. She will pick a truth 
tional role and give three different in 
terpretat ions.
 
'Most actors can give a character 
at least two different 
interpretation,.  
hut it's a challenge to give three 
Toepler said. 




esco,  will open in May. The director. 
Heather McAllister. portrayed Lenya 































 opening in May






















tion of their 
sitters. 










 for the 
project,'' he 
said. 
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Bus









OPEN 7 DAYS 
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Get  50C Shots 
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 on our 














 or San 
Jose 
State    
The  cancelled 




































systems  and computing. 
The 
protect





and w as cancelled. Evans said. 
ii will now he up to Evans
 and the 
business section
 ol














whether money would he available by 
the end 
ol
 this semester 
Connie
 F. Sauer. associate 
exec -
Wive NMe  president tor business af-
fairs. said a 
multiyear financing plan 
for 
the projeet would he 
in
 place by the 
end in the semester. 
"The fortunate thing is we don't 










funds have been identified at this tine 
and we are still looking I or the rest   




























would  he 




'We need to look 
lir the money. 
The benet it would be so great we can't 
afford 
not to do 





iai hi Fullerton has 






tem designed to coordinate .111 admin-







sssielli.  a 
inancial  system,
 a human 
resources
 
system and other administrative \  
1CMS 
which  do not fall  under a 
six.,  Ili: 
category
 
Vigil said the $2 
million  Stst ' 
price tag 
or
 the project is a Many cly 
firm number. 
"We have had a number of nego-
tiations v. al
 
a number ol vendors and 
have had 
mlormal quotes frimi them." 
Vigil sair1 
System to benefit students
 
One of the UIS 





















applied  to 
the
 way you 
graduated. 
including 
Financial  aid, 




is that the stu-
dents will 
only  see an 
















w ill all look pretty 







you  need to 
make
 
an address change you 
will 
only have 
to go to one 
location and every
 admin-
istrative system on 
campus will he 
properly informed.''
 he said. 




 different offices to make 
an
 address change will all of a 
sudden  




Presently, SJSU has a Control 
Data Corp. cyber 










 with Control 
Data expires in June 19149.






 for a re-
placement system to he funded 
out of 
their budgets.






 a  year
 
lot- 
the lease and 
maintenance of the 
ober system. The 
system
 supports both 
academic and ad-
ministrative





 the new ad-
ministrative computing
 system. Vigil 
said.
 
'We  expect that the state money 
that is supporting the
 cyher system will 
he come 
available to support the UIS 
system
 after
 June 1989.* Vigil said. 
The ability to mixlity or improve 
the  cy her system is extremely
 difficult 
because
 in the nature of the 
system  and 
lack of productiv ity 
tools in the cyher 








 view that the current systems 
have
 
been developed as much
 as they 
can." he 
explained. "There is no 
room 
for enhancing or building on 
those systems without s   major
 re-
work of the programs




 for instance. 
is not capable
 of integrating all student 
records into one system,
 Vigil said. 
Continuing with an improved ver-
sion of the cyber 
had been explored. 
hut even this alternative had associated 
costs,
 according
 to Vigil. 
"In our evaluation it is not the 
least
-cost alternative." he 
said. 





which  was Iiinned




the original CSU project, is now 
guiding SJSU's project. Evans said. 
Committee members are: Vigil: 
Sauer: Ed Chambers,  associate exec-
utive 












demic  vice president for undergraduate 
studies; Serena Stanford, associate
 
academic vice president for graduate 
studies and research:
 and John Foote,  
director of institutional research. 
Committee members were chosen 




demic and nonacademic administra-
tors. Vigil said. 
"We feel we have a good cross 
section  of the administration
 For
 the 










page  I 
prove it or come up with one ot its 
own. said Karen Friedman. transporta-
tion commission liaison. 
Cardwell said the free peak -hour 
fares would not he feasible 
Although Count) Transit 
ridership
 would increase by 17 per-
cent, revenue would
 drop by 
54
 per-
cent. he said. 
County. Transit 
drew  14.4 
million  
riders and made 
$10  I maim  in fiscal 
year 
I 
gab -t47. he said. 
Beth Pueglese, an aid to Supervi-
sor Susanne 










tell (not increas 
ing  the 
fares) was 
kind  of hedging the 
issue," 
Pueglese said. "She w 
as con 
cerned  that the 






Wilson is a member a subcom 
mince
 which sent a five -point recom
 
mendation








fares Imm 30 
 cents














, Reduce adult fares from bo 
cents 






, Keep the regular adult fare at 
60 cents
 or raise it to 75 cents. 
, Make the 




 youths, adults,  sew' 
,ens 
and  the 
handicapped.
 






























































Missiles  & Space 
Co.. Inc. said they encourage their  
employees to use public transporta-





from riding the 









most  part it has 










 convenes on a 
need -to -meet basis.
 
However,

















and will meet with the stale 
office  01 
procurement,





ment for the 
hardware in final draft 
form," 
Vigil  said. "We 
contemplate
 
beginning work on the software pro-
curement  documentation in April and 




 are a 
list 
of SJSU's specifications  and con-
straints which must he met by the ven-
dor. Vigil said. 
'For  instance,  in the hardware 
area I have a limited amount of space,
 
a limited amount in electrical power 
and air conditioning,'' he added. "A 
vendor's hardware system must he 
able to fit into these constraints and 
have 
sufficient  computing capability 
to 
meet the processing needs of SJS11.' 






 sy stem 
will
 






bidding process. Vigil said. 
Competitive bidding is 
the 
voi-
ces% in which quotes from various
 ven-
dors 




bidder is given the contract. 
Vigil stressed that none of the 
committee's
 
plans  would go forward 
until it is determined that 011S is  'truly 
an affordable project 
"We would like the
 procurement 





fall  so 
we 




 1988." Vigil 
said. 
A three to five yerti implement:I 
tion plan is projected. Vigil said. 
"The first three 





software from the 








total  system to truly 
meet  
SJSU's needs." 
Vigil said normal service to SJSI.' 
would not he interrupted 






because the current system will con-
tinue to operate while we are imple-
menting the new ssitttll." he said. 
"The change may be over the sum-
mer. The 
systems  that we use in the 
spring
 will he different than the Ones 




 not note any dif-
ferences in either  period,  he said. 
Because of the limitations
 of the 
cy her system 
services,  systems which 
are thought necessary cannot he 
pro 
sided to 
the  student. 
"Our 
overriding  concern 
retina,'  
the fact that our existing 
systems  arc 
not adequate 
to meet the needs of to-
day's














SCORE IN THE 
TOP  20% 












 1  ".17 
EXPERIENCE






TODAY  AND TOMORROW 
March 




Art and Business Classrooms 
























Ibis id Harry 
(May 
stall  writer 
The 
editor
 ()I  
Spartan
 Rev








 Stadellts Vice 
President
 Roger Wert 
over
 a memo 
that Wert circulated around the A S 
office.
 
In the memo. Wert,  on behalf 01 


























by the now 
defunct Independent 
Weekly,
 have been used by the 
Spar. 
tan Review publishers 
to distribute 
their publication. 
Wert states in the memo that any 
other material in the blue hoses "is to 












the University Police Deprinment and 
to the Students or 
the Free Market. 
publishers of the 
Review. 
Wen 
said his main reason
 
kir put-
ting the memo (nit is that the AS 
owns the boxes and 
does
 










Review editor Mike Schulkins 
said 
Wen's  memo was an act 
or 
Censorship. 
"This is a 
v iolai ion
 01 the First 
Amendment and of the Ireedom ol the 
press 
said Schulkins. 




 with the 
A.S.
 
to use the blue 
bOxes. 









reement when wen questioned him 
Wen said he was (list 
making the 
Spartan Daily aware of the Rev iew 
























using the boxes. 
"A 
lin  ot 
people
 have mentioned  
the 
problem to me, 








 then there is no controv
 ersy ." 







it ille Daily 
had the power 
to say w 
[tether
 the Re. 
view' could put the 
paper  s in the blue 
boxes or 
not. 






















































































































President  Tom Boothe. who 
did 
nun  agree with Wen's memo,  said 
the A.S. may have control ol the boxes 
because A.S.
 funded and purchased 
them


















year's  $8 fee 
in-
)rease 
''Ni, one ever 
gase 
Lis a hard time 
helore.' 
he said. "I 
have 




 support of the 
ASAP.' 
Wert






















 you.. ." 




Nearly  60% of the SJSI I inundation
 
ha s en 
annual Income of 
65
 000 no   More 
than i8,. have a yearly 










Beach  Fun 
 Cultural Experience 











;  ,  
335S I 1th St 
Between San Carlos 
and San Salvador 
408)977-0799 

















































 the National Rine 
Association.  
debated  the 
issue 
of gun control











part ol celebration 
ot 
the 






The  Child 
Deselopmeni
 Center 




 in this week'.
 elections. 
Staff salaries 
could  be cut, 




there  to leave. 
   
The 
Associated 
Students  voted 
to let the 
















and 52.11(N).  
Due 
to a bomb 













No booth was tound
 
and 
students were allowed  hack 
into










































































 one loss in 
a 
quad 







































class  is this.















the kind of 
comments
 that drift 
through
 the 
chaunlink lence to the 
women's
 athletic
 held where about
 
Ho 
SJS students spend two 
hours  a 
week chopping 
wood,  light. 
ing 
fires,  pitching tents 





 is a camping 
recreation class of 
the Rec-
reation 
department,  and 





the procedures of "real' 
camping.  
. .  in 1980 
A soca' 
audience of about 75 













garage  last Friday
 
on 
the SJSU campus. 
Virtuallyall of 












ftw inclusion in the final version of 
the
 FIR. 
were  skeptical 
of 
the need for the proposed 
building  
of














































































 in the 












personal  & pro. 
fesslonal growth as 
Volunteer  In-
tern









public aw  .
 tuna -raising.
 
etc BI- 8 
mono-lingual, all 
ma 
tors. grad & Undergred Fsp.ri. 
ence





WE NEED YOU 
Near campus
 IC F F PO Box 
952, 
SJ




Enroll now  
Save
 your teeth.  eyes 
and 
money  too For Information 
and brochure see
 A S Office or 
call (400) 371.8811 
AUTOMOTIVE  
KAWASAKI
 80, K2 650 excellent 
con.  




 at 379-3656 998-0796 
'78 
FIREBIRD FORMUI 
8.4  spd 305 
erntm  cassette. grt running cond 
New clutch, $39001415) 966-8816 
79 FORD,
 vry good cond Under 
62.0005 
ong  , new clutch & brake 
parts_ New carpet 920-2360 
COMPUTERS
 
WE SELL IBM COMPATIBI F corn 
puter XT complete system tor 
$570. AT complete system for 
$1195 PC-COM. computer 8 sc. 
cessorlea 404 S 3rd St 
corner
 of 
San Salvador. 795.1606 Weac-
cept Visa or MC  
FOR  SALE 
FUTONS,'
 CREATE YOUR own living 
& sleeping space with our lutons. 
pillows. & frames Customs Fu 
tons & Pillows Plus, 900 S WIn 
&hinter
 Blvd 
(behan Moorpark 8 
WKIImaMen
 Jose 296-6161 10.  
Discount on futons w ad 
GOVT HOMES from St u repair Fore-
closures. repos, & lax 0.11p -rent 
Now selling In your area, call 1. 






 cycle, excellent con-
dition.





OWN A NEW GRAND 
DELTA
 




Bicycle Sales otters 
low-cost
 transportation  needs
 Or
 
the student All &Nes final 30 
day 















time $5 hy start 
mmed. 780-7400 
AIRLINES 
CRUISE I INES 
HIRING'
 
Summer Career. Good Pay 
Travel Call tor guide cease. 
...service'
 










 Appircations awed 
able al Student Ad..%
 and 







 Work part 
lime
 
till summer, then 








DRIVERS POSITIONS,'  Part
 lime-Avis 
Rent 
 Car is now accepting 
sp  
plIcations  at It a San Jose 
Airport  
loc.!. PHssa  apply 
at 1455 


























non and good record
 
keepIng 




































































AS  prof 
fashio 
model For 




Hens 10 30prn 
at 
167.1046  






















































292-0730  S6 
57 hr  
PART
 & FULL 






 work if 
accepted,  you 
will 








 FT (40) 




 because at our In.
 
lensive
 on the job 
training pro-
gram 




are a plus Some 
evening





some flexibility is 
allowed  during 
final
 exams 







are  pos 
sible.  .1 you may earn 
2,3.4  cr. 
Its qtr or 





 breaks, run time
 work 15
 avail 
Call today tel into
 8 an 
interview,  
or call







 the line 
Is 
busy,  




























mice for your resume




TIME  SALES! 


















end or weekends Call 
kin et Minato'. 958-9711 
PARTY PICS
 INC Now 
accepting  ap-
plications
 tor part time 
photogra-
phers  No experience
 needed 








went  career In 
the MODELING 
profession 
Call Howe.' ler fur-
ther Info 
723-4096  




mast Imp PT In our 
Oafirldge & 
Sunnyvale Mall Stores 
WIII work 
around school
 schedule,  but 
must be able to open 2 moms.  
wk Nonsmokers
 interested in 








pan  time, all shills We will 
pain Apply In person Mon
 -Fri 
9am4prn.
 760 Mericlian 
Ace.
 San 




MER needed to design 5 compu-




Orientation  Services 
using Dem ill Salary negotiable 
depending on 
skills  and expen 
once Hours nexible
 Apply by 
4 1 81 in the Student Activities Of 
lice.
 CAF Bldg 
177.2187 
TELEMARKETING START TODAY, 
lull part time 
Flexible hours 
54 
hr to Wert commission
 8 
bonus A national
 carpet cleaning 
company 
is looking for ...as. 
IN 
persons to help expand Ms Bay 
sr. operation Call now 986-
0770 
WORK 
STUDY  POSITION  IN ORIEN-
TATION SERVICES




plemenlatIon  of orientation pro. 




firs Oh. 54 50-11 90 
hr.  fleet.* 
hours and ertenderl hours in 








 C AF Bldg 
69 VW 
RUG.  









EFORDAISt  E 
HOUSING, 
Near Sen 
Jose State for 
students  Dent 
hassle  parking 
welk
 to whool 
tree 
utilities.  
monthly  disc Fully 
furnialied.
 color TV VCR 
and 
housek.ping 
service  Shared or 
single rooms 
'variable  
0111ce  72 
N 
5th  St call 998-0234 
FEMALE ROOMMATE
 ND, AVAIL 4.1,
 





 S1SS rno shared
 Pool,
 cable 
avail Call 971 
1335
 











S265 mo 1 3 Oil Own me in 
huge apt w 












St. SSW mo rot
 
two person 0500 






SJSU.  lrg crptd min Arall. 
25-87. 5230 nio, 
ufN free. 354. 
8117.  
ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP.. Willow 
Glen duplex.


























for  one) 
Call  
299-
6647 275-9509 or 
1-800-874-8200 
Also  need part-tirne manager 
starling In 
May 















 5275 mo 
plus utlis 





 1 bedroom Avail. 
*tole tor mature person long term 
preferred  Must be financially 
re-
sponsible. clean, quiet and 
sober 
only 551.553 5 6th St. 791-




F SIN ORF YOUR








tel finding life di. 
rection and purpose, 
vocetionel  
guidance,






profound Insights into life 
dynam-
ics and your souls 
path I have 
been In pnvale practice 
as a Pro-
fessional 
Psychic  Consultant and 
Astrologer since 
1970 and
 use  
vast
 array of techniques in serv-
ing you A single 




 575 hr. $4530 
mmn 
References. Carol 
Willis, M A Call 
(4011)  734.911010, 
appointment  or 




 c   
FEMALE
 COMPANION WANTED to 
live
 with sincere 
handicapped  
man Want to 
establish   lasting 
relationship! 





out??? Come to the 
only noel.-
rlurn hr 
Northern Cellfernle Imeg 
in. 
yourself floating on  
30% Sa-
line 
eolutIon  Your body 
forgets
 
the water The muscles that 
usually hold you against gravity 
can now Let Go' The experlence 




Total  muscular relaystion You 








awe.  in Maul Call now for In 
formation or batter




 call tor an appoint-
ment
 and bring this ad for  25Y. 
discount a 11011 for 530 TRAN-
OUILITY Pr ACE. 445 
Washington
 
SI . Santa 
Clare C (40131 243-
7100 
HAPPY 21st B1RTODAn 
VERONICA, 
You 









SIGMA AL PHA MU. I m now 
an -




 dela Send 
applications to 
587 5 8th St or 
I 
call 7799297 to 
set  up an inter-
view
 
Wtth My Care Owen Cheigren 
RE, 559-3500.1.5 S Bascom 
Ace, CC Hair Today Gone To. 
DATA ANALYSIS Clear espial-
nelions 





















EE s IF s is that ELECTRONIC
 DE-
SIGN PROJECT due and you have 
no 
resources for  Ideas or what to 
build, SHI
 Electronics is 
co. 
miffed 
to offer low cost consult-
ing needs for
 the student Call 
days 942.7736, 
Eves  193-4780 









 OftrL 10E, 
*warm 14IN 10 RAMER 
4.42 BAY  
II 
SifERIOR BY VIRILE 
Of




























5crETHING fishY GclAG 
ON. 
/  " 
ELECTROLYSIS  CLINIC'. 
UN-
WANTED HAIR removed forever.
 
Confidential 335 S Boywood 
Ave San Jose, 
call 247-7486 for 
appointment
 








































































HOWEtER 'OW HillWPThlk 
WA5 
NPORif."  
Wt,t' MAN 20 fl,M 




























KEYS MADE. I OCK OUTS opened, 
re  
keying. locks & deedbons
 in 
stalled. master 
keying  Call 050 
to 600 







 labor with 
this ad Special 









GENCIES ANYTIME' Call Ron 
Hughes, Evorgr.n L.ksmith 
Security 
Services,
 270-3277, San 





 by a SJSU grad Cherish 
your priceless








mention  this ad For 
FREE 
appointment
 call Paul 
Smith 
Photography  et 256-1379 
PROFESSIONAL
 DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree Michel. formerly 
of KSJS 










 party,  or dance 









touch  A variety 
of package* lo choose horn all 








ACCOUNTABILITY.  ACKNOWL  
EDGEABLE  in typing that  lops 
nein Tony 2902087 Thank 
St








All work guar 
ante. 
Thanks  
AAAAH PERFECTION,  lASER
 
PRINTER




 alit, best Have 
done own master s thesis 
E.perl
 
enced In resumes. lone.. theses. 
professional  WKS-up & group 
projects No rob 









A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex -
panicle., professional 
word  pro-
cessing papers. theses. re-
sumes,
 onIce overflow 
mailings,  











More (Pamela) 923-78,0 
A 
BEST"PAPER when we ve word 
processed it' 
Professional  typing -
editing 
of
 your term papers,  
theses. letters.














ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word 
processing PJ's Word P 




term papers,  thesis. group pro -
resume.. manuscripts and 
letters Only minutes from 
cam-
pus Call PJ at 923-2309  
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -923 
8461 20% 
STUDENT  DISCOUNT 
All
 
formats (APA. MLA. Turablan 
Pc Lend 
group projects welcome 
Free spoil 
check  and disk storage 
Experienced  thesis and 
publica-
tion typiart Standard
 and micro 
cessette 
transcription  Word pro 
ceasing instruction
 reelloble 9 to 
Mon 
-Fri By appointment 
Chrysler 923-8461 




utes from SJSU 10 years 
amp..  
ence





will meat all deadlines 
Hourly
 
rates Work guaranteed Jane at 
251-5942
 
*PA format, term paper, thesis wel. 
corned 10 years 
typing word pro-
cessing sap
 Letter quality 
print-










281-4962 ask for 
Teresa  
A.PL US TYPING 12 
years  experience 
1 1 block
 from bus MN Rapid 
turnaround Selectnc 
II 6 Epson 
LO
-O00  SI SO page, minimum 
charge.






BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA Iasi.
 sccurete typing end 
word 
processing
 available seven 
dew,. week Academic,
 business 














ca. GIl at A 
worm





theses 287-8442, If no answer 
plea. Nave 
message 




theses,  group 
projects.  features 
Mx& 
a 
speciality  Quick 
return  on 






area Free disk 
stor-
age PROF STENO TYPING 
SERVICE at 264-4504 
FINEST KIND WORD 
PROCESSING'
 
All typos of 








 85 page typing & 
full 
prool.reedIng  
Campbell  area. 
local
 pickup & delivery 868.6900
 
DAYSTAR SECRETARIAI
  Prof. 
sionel student  typist
 and
 skilled 












 per page 
Call
 Sharon el 356-2717 (To my 
repeat 
clients.  cell to reserve time 
for your
 protects before end -of - 





9448 Former  
English




sentence structure Term re -
&pinch papers (APA. Turabisn 
Campbell).  also resumes cover 
let legibl,
 copy please Students 
and faculty welcome
 Willow Glen 






 papers. research paper.. 








Witers. manuscripts (boons. arti-
cles. short stones). trenscrIption
 
FREE SPELCHEK. copy edit (if re. 
quested). proof.
 disc storage St0. 
dent faculty discounts Quick 
lurnsround Santa Clara 244 
5825
 
F XPERIENCED SECRETARY for your 
academic, business. legal word 
processing need* Term papers. 
reports,  resumes. cover letters, 
group projects,  manuals,  theses,  
dluertations. etc 
All  academic 
formats 
APA Free disk ster-





quick  11 
espendeble service 
at AFFORDA-







with referral dl.ounts, 
PROCESS IT WRITE', Faculty and stu. 




reports. resumes,  
publications.  
menuscripts,  coneepondenco. 
etc 
Will ald in grommet spelling. 




 message for 
Permirla
 at 275.4253 
PROFESSIONAL
 
EDITING OF term pa 
pars  
times,  and 
dissertations  




Hone! We write and print your 
re-
sume. 
preeentIng  your 
guelifIca
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to our point of view." 
As it turned out, the two-day
 
lOrum was centered around a 
pair ol 
non-partisan panels that asked ques-






 Week,  
the qualifications of the candidates, 




fee  increase. 
Tuesday's panel was composed
 
of Marge Kintscher. co -director of the 
Wonien's  Resource Center, Leo John-
son, president 
of the Spartan City 
Family Association, Deborah John-
son, representing Afro-American 
Studies,
 and Geneveie 
Cushing.  of the 
Inter -Residence Hall Association. 
Wednesday's panel was com-
posed of Reed Struppa 01 
KSJS.  Kim 
Van Tran of 
Update  News. and Frank 
Michael Russell and Andy Bird of the 







tunity to address the problems in an 





Edward Ledesma  Daily staff 
photographer 
A.S. presidential 
candidates  David Carroll, left, and 
Michael  McLen-
nan answer 
questions at a candidate 






















































lack  of re-
spect to 
the  other 
candidates.















questions  better in a 
one-to-one
 situa-





































































































difficulty  with Spartan 
Stadium is that 
its  capacity is 
11,000 during 
football games, he 
said.
 
'There's not that many per-
formers out 
there that can fill 
10.000
 
seats. So. I don't 
really 
think we'll ever see
 the day 
where
 we'll he doing 15 
shows
 a 
year at Spartan Stadium. How-













do three of them to really hase a 
noticeable effect on revenue.
Cady said. 
Bill 
Graham  will 
also be 
promoting





April  lb at the 
San Jose 







Nick  Lowe, 
he
 said. 
A.S. parties disagree about fee decrease initiative 
















































noted that a 
lot of money 
went
 to new items
 on last years
 bud-
get. These include: 
, 560.000 for a revenue-generat-. 































and  other 
events,
 Boothe 





















 pays for university's 
handling of A.S. funds
 and yearly 




 to fund it, he said. 
Equipment  reserve
 Rinds were 
used 
mostly  to purchase a copier
 and a 
computerii  











 by Thomas and 
Childs,  the 
accountants who 
audit the AS., he 
added. 
The 
$9,000 increase for the cam-
pus child 
care  program was 
used
 to 
pay its workers minimum wage 
and 
extend the facility's
 hours, Boothe 
said. 
Boothe said 
another  part ol the 
1986-87 budget which also 
received  
more funding 
was  instructionally re 
lated activities. 
IRAs, which include the An Gal-
lery. KSJS. Spartan Daily. Music Dr 
panment. radio and
 TV newscentet 







 think the ( A.S 
board
 of directors could 








The comment refers to last year's 
would 
not cut" funding  









percent of the 
fee 
"That's one thing they






 to keep." he said. 
vised Autom1BETWEilnitiative. 
BE 












































front  page I 
He 
said events such 
as
 this take 
much of the 






 they open 
channels  of cre-









































"He had  
a higher opinion of the 
contest's
 popularity
 than I did.
 He 
helped it go 




































consist  of 
about 































 it is 
the 




 two titled 
"It  Was A Dark 
And 
Stormy 
Night"  and 
"Son
 of It Was
 A 




said  the 
profits  from
 the 
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Berkeley. CA 94720 (415)
 642-5611
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* Natui-al Hair 
and  Skin Products 
So 
come on in and visit our new spacious store and 
experience  what many have known for years  
The hest selection
























For a limited 




















year.  mail is 
ar-
ackful
 and will 
provide  a 
ork of 






























lc and Stormy." It is the
 
n of contest
 entries. the 
1 "It Was A Dark And 
and 
"Son of It 
Was  A 
rny Night." 
Rice  said. 
the 
profits from the 

























































are  the 












Blues." and "Pure White"are 
the si% categories of styles of-




























 belts - 


































 shoes and 
skins,
 as well 










- shirts are 
also  
characteristic







































 trim, as 
well as drop
-necks. 
Blouses  are 
also 



































casual  flats 
and 
straw hats. 
The "You're -A -Doll" line, 
a feminine
 look, is 
highlighted
 
by crinolines  which are simi-
lar 
to the 
hooped,  square dance 
skirts and lightweight, denim 
jackets.
 
Instead of snaps or buttons. 
this line 
uses  lots of bows to 
fas-
ten and accent hacks of 
dresses. 
gloves 







































 are the main 






























 what it 
says,  white 
from
 
head to toe. 




scribes the style 
as 
"Classy  . 
crisp, 






























































new  accessories.' 


























































red  and 
print 





































 in San 
Tose. 
LOOKS  










models a blue 
satin camisole at 
Bridal Faire '87. 
The show was held 
this past weekend 







 by George Sakkestad 
In This Corner . . . 
Fashion 
is fiction 




a psychology instructor and 
counseling

















ers...  she added. 
I cringe to think of what image
 
I present to 
others. I wear what is 
comfonahle  and what 
looks  flatter-
ing on 










not be expected 
to dress to 
fit their social statuses. 
Too 
much emphasis
 is put upon
 
what




 wearing the 
"wrong''  
thing. 









 to wear. 
"A woman who 
favors overly 
print and frumpy 
styles  may he say-
ing she
 is afraid of her
 own sexual-
ity. She is 









this may he 
true,  hut 
should not he the rule. 
Maybe a 
woman  dressing 
in this 
manner  is broke 
and 
can't  at 


























The above phenomenon 
hap-
pens to me every 







 and switch into sweats, 
matching or not, 
on
 the weekend. 
This




ing else. A 
woman  gets 




 to get 
out of the 
skins  and 
blouses
 for a 
while.After


















 they dont 
wear  what', 
"in  " 
Wednesday, 





And 11111011U11.ilc Abe!. 
stores usually capitalize on the pop-
ular styles 
and charge exorbitant 
prices for them, making it almost 
impossible  for one on a small bud-
get to afford 







style fits he 
or
 she. Fashion 
magazines  
try














with.  Fads come 
and go. If 
you 
find
 a style you 
feel  good and 
comfortable  in, stick 
with  that. 
It 
doesn't  matter what 
others
 
think. If you 





 the fashion pack. 
Otherwise,
 he yourself. Be an origi-
nal.
 
Janet! Hall is the feature 
edi-
tor and believes the best styk is to 



























Dawson.  fashion editor 
01 Weight Watchers magazine, said 
there are many color options that are 
flattering 
and popular for spring for 
the woman who
 is slimming down 
lor
 the warmer months ahead. 
"Cream is a 
good neutral 
color  
that works well with khaki
 tones 
:ind
 pastels as well as with 
contrasts  
such




says. "Of course, a one -tone
















titated and figure -flattering tunic 
and skirt combination in 
a light-
weight fabric. The body
-skimming 
lines and unconstructed shape of the 
long tunic over a long skirt, she 
adds, 
make  this a winner for any 
woman's
 wardrobe. 




blouses and slacks in silk -blend. 
polyester -linen
 and lightweight gab-
ardine or wool crepe are also recom-
mended. 
"Select lightweight fabrics 
that do not cling to the body to mini -
min figure flaws," says Dawson. 
"Polyester, crepe de chine, tissue 
faille. damask or linen or a jacquard 
in 
polyester
 or cotton are all 
fashion
 




suggests  that 
a silk -blend
 dolman sleeved jacket
 





as a gray, pink and cream 
check,
 
can he teamed 
with either a pink 
polyester -linen skirt 
or
 gray silk -
blend 




combo of the season 
could he a gold 
and tortoise
 shell pendant with a 














 cream -colored 
gloves
 
for a  
soft.







YORK  (AP) 
 ha 
litinnicut 




grows  up. hut for 












as the "All-American 
Girl of the Year" and 
presented 
with a $5.000 
educational
 schol-
arship in a contest 
co
-sponsored  by 
Teen 
Magazine and 
Noxzema  Skin 
Cream. 
Miss Ilunnicut was chosen 
from 3.5(X) teenagers
 who entered 
the contest "for
 achievements that 
ire 













and in West Coast gift shops. 
What
 began 
as a hobby when 
Miss 
Hunnicut  took 
a class in (101
-
!making  at age I I 







 since,  it's 
increased  by IS 
In 20 percent, she 
says.  
The all -porcelain or cloth dolls 
that she designs and handpaints 
range in site from 5 to 26 
inches,
 
and in price from $35 to $375. They 
also 
come  in a 
variety


















of her latest 
dolls are 
called 
'Peace"  and  
"Men"  as 
in America, and 
come
 with books 
she's written "about the importance 
of human
 life- and "how
 people 










different races to represent the na-










get such ideas across "because it',
 


















Set in the African outback of 
Valley  Fair 
mall.  near 
Nordstrom.
 
Banana Republic is a rich hunting 
ground for shoppers who






 like a 
grass hut refuge in 
the middle of the 
veldt,
 where one 
wild  explorer has 
crashed through the front 
w 
indim 
















Unusual scenes for a clothing 
store. Since it opened eight years
 
ago as 
a travel and safari clothing 
company, customers have blocked 
to 
Banana  Republic like natives to a 
tribal feast. 
Hence, the 
need  for guides at 




Banana Republic was first 
owned by Mel and 
Patricia  Ziegler, 
but has been
 owned by The Gap. 
Inc., since 1983. 
Mel Ziegler, a former journal-
ist, who worked
 for the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle, romanticizes the 
past and writes of 
his own travel ad-
ventures in the guide. 
The two seek out practical.
 
comfortable
 travel clothing and Pat-
ricia adapts it to today's lifestyle or. 
in the case ol military clothing. re-
vises
 it for women. 
The
 store specializes in 
cloth-
ing made or 
"roughing
 it" and has 








 in the 
store 
Women's designs are the first 
to go. The womens' Ilightsuit 
comes in ivory and khaki and sells 
For 
$19.  Even
 though the store re-
ceived 48 suits,  they were snatched 
quickly. said Tammy Kurtz. the 
store manager. 
The lamu dress,  a silky,  cot-
ton, full -skirted dress that costs 
$39. sells out so fast 
they
 cannot 
keep it in stock. Customers can 
guarantee getting what they want by 
taking advantage of catalog or-
dering. 
Another hot item is the Banana 
Republic  animal print T-shirt.- 
Ado -
George Sakkestad 




 Soriano looks 
through  a 
paratrooper
 bags at 
Banana  Repub-
lic,  overlooked 
by the watchful



































lescent mall dwellers can he seen 
wearing them on a Sunday romp. 
At times, the store is swollen
 
with as many as 35 buying custom-
ers. 
'I see some people every 
week.  A lot of them 
study the cata-
log 
and  practically know the whole 
store.'' 
said
 salesclerk Glen Shu. 
The cotton casual -style sizes 
run from a 
women's
 four to 16 and 
men's waist 29 to 40.
 
Beginning 
in mid- 1987. the 
Republic will 
offer larger sizes





















 like East 
Africa.
 
There is special 
attention  to de-
tail. 
such  as the Indian 
designs  on 
the pueblo 
scarves and the desert 
belt  with a replica of an antique 
Na-
vajo sand
-casting on the buckle. 
One 
may  not think 
of khaki as 
colorful,  but the clothing comes in 
many subdued shades such as 
pewter, teal, olive, navy, ivory, 
sage, coral, indigo, 
violet.  Manila. 
cranberry, and, yes, olive drabs. 
Twice a year, in January and 
July, the store has a sale in which 
marked
-down  items are moved to 
the front of the store,  the manager 
said. 
As the lot 
is depleted, sale 
items can he found on the hack wall
 
shelves. 
Currently,  assorted 
cotton
 
shirts with long sleeves are marked 
down from $32 to
 $19.95.
 walking 





clothing  suits 
the  Cali-
fornia  climate 
nicely.
 Most of the 
clothing 
is
 UM percent 









A life -site 
giraffe  greets the 
customers
 at Valley Fair's
 Banana Re-
public. 'the 
store  is knovin for its 
frican safari image.
 
 RM  
'4  RM  RM 
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I-ake advantage of our Spring Wardrobe
 
Power  Package; Team up 
with
 a friend to 





1;1,4 come in together and each 
buy a 
 cgularly-priced suit  ($345) at Roy 
Moses  
dud get both suits including normal 
alterations 






NI  FIN]  KM  KM  IKIN KM* 
FM
  RIVITRM 















Hy Larry A rire,m 
I had always 
considered  myself 
liberal.
 But when my editor asked 
me to get a facial and write about 
the experience. I felt as conserva-
tive as the Rev. Jerry
 Falwell. 




  that 
would allow 
me
 to weasel -out of the 
assignment. 
"Well,
 what do you think?" 
my editor asked, pulling me hack 
into
 reality. 
Think? I could barely breathe. 
"You can 
give  me an answer 
tomorrow," she said. And with that 




Mulling it over.  I couldn't 
come up 
with a single reason not to 
gel the lacial. except soils'
 ol 
111 
friend, might call me weird. Not 
one to succumb to peer pressure. I 
took the assignment. 
Besides. I 
have terrible skin. 
I was given the facial at the 
Emporium in Newpark Mall by Re-
becca  Chavez -Hall, account coordi-
nator for Jan 
Stuart  Natural Skin 




lor's degree in 
liberal  arts. Hall has 
worked  for the men's 
skin care line 
for 1½  years. 
Before




ious creams on 
my
 face. Hall spoke 
to me briefly about the 
Jan Stuart 
line 
and the products. 
With
 
the help of nutritionist 
Dr. Herbert S. Feldman. Stuart 
de-
veloped the first all -natural shaving 




TOTAL NAIL CARE 










Set (Reg $60)   
$45.00  
Silk

















Worlds  Best Pedicure
 & Foot 
Massage  





once  a month fills, CHINA SILK
 NAILS save you 
time and money!
 Our customers say they 
look and
 feel
 just like 





 you to 
experience  
the nails 
of the future 
CHINA 
GIRL 
Open 7 Days 
a Week 
408-978-6066  
Princeton  Plaza 
Mall 
Blossom  Hill-Kooser-Meridian  
9 
1979. with $2,000. Hall said I he 






"Generally young men be-
tween 24 and 30." Hall said. 
"Older men are 
still hooked on Old 
Spice." 
"The 24 to 30 -year -old man 
knows a little more about skin 
care," she explained, "and more 




with  specific ques-
tions about their skin." 
Because the products were de-
signed especially for men, they are 
concentrated and meant to he used 
quickly and in small amounts, she 
said. 
Fragrance free
 and pH bal-
anced, the Jan Stuart line uses 
natu-
ral vitamins,
 herbs and proteins
 to 
eliminate shaving
 problems and re-
duce large pores 
and  v.rinkles. she 
r angin 
ysa p ograp e 
Rebecca  Chavez -Hall, 
left, applies mud 




Aragon  grimaces while 












 smells like a 
dessert.  A 
mixture
 of honey, al-
monds,
 and pumice, 
the scrub 
should  he used
 two
 to three times a 
week to remove 
dead  skin cells, lift 
out










Larry Aragon gets a 








with  Foil 













Between Hamilton 8. 
Camden 
 A 




 used,  the almond 
scrub  which sells 
for $13.50 
was gentle 
and  soothing. 
Hall followed the scrub with 
the "Phase 
V  Aloe/Mineral 
Firming Masque," part of a five -
part regime
 for oily 
skin. 
A mixture of herbs and pu-




and should he 
used 
once  or 
twice a 
week to clean 
and shrink 











to apply and 







The next step 












typical  male 
washes has 
lace with soap,  
then  lubricates his 
heard 
with  shaving 
cream
 before 











 soaps do. she
 said. 
Just as .1 began 
to relax. 
Hall  
\Me me' up -with "Phase II 
Eu-
calyptus Aftershave





 is powerful and 










 Day Moisturizer.' 





throughout the day. 
It
 
sells  for 
$12.50.
 













 in small 
amounts
 and 






























By Torn Dunlap 





 it on 
your face to "protect, nurture 
and control oily skin." or so 
boasted a Jun Stuart brochure 
on natural skin care for men. 
Along with the Wheat 
Germ/Aloe Day Moisturizer. 
the line carries Eucalyptus Af-
tershave/Astringent
 and Herbal 
Shaving/Cleansing Creme, said 
Rececca Chavez -Hall. San 














I.,111  Series, 
as well as lines h!, tragrance 
manufacturers. 
said Mike 
Bowman, assistant buyer for 
fragrance
 for the store. 
' 'Treatment for
 men's 
skin i relatively new."
 Bow-




about  1981 until the mar-
ket boomed in 
1984. 
Men

































you  an 
instant





















may improve game 
Mork
 
l  over 
Tennis has 
become
 a smashing 
success in Santa Clara County. If 
one doesn't belong 
to 
a country 
cluh. Orle can 
play
 at one of the nu-






First thing out 
of their closet to play 
tennis,
 there are those
 who have a 
serious
 need to wear the right thing 





 of Oshman's 
Sporting  Goods 
in 
Cupenino.
 said there are many 
styles
 
for both men and women 
err 
The  prices will not exactly 
leave the serious 
tennis
 player dou-






 tennis clothes, 




Diamond  said. 
"Tennis isn't
 an expensive 
sport." 
The man will
 spend about 
$25  
to 
$45 for a shirt,
 depending on 
which brand
 he purchases.
 A shirt 
by Le 




shirt  has a special
 design and 
is mark in 
Europe. Diamond
 said. 
"The shirt is 
hyped by Arthur 
Ashe.
 which adds






 Coq Sportif 
also manufac-
tures 
short  pants 
which
 range in 
price
 from $25 
to
 $30. 
This  is the 
most expensive line. 
For 
someone




Perry  line 
suits  the 
player tine. 
A shirt costs 
$23. with a 
sweater
 going for
 $25 and 
a vest lOr 
$22. But 
if that's still
 too much. 
there
 are other 
shirts.  
"Nike and Adidas have an 
array of shins and shorts for the 
man." 
Diamond said. "They do 
more  stuff than just shoes. 
The two companies are hest 
known for 
shoes,
 and they supply 












 Services  





























has shoes with 
limner U.S. Open 
champions Stan 
Smith  and Rod 





for  its footwear, hut 
the 
names.  All -England
 Tennis 
Club
 and Wimbledon, 
still  stand for 
tennis. That's not all. 
"Puma has a 
Borris Becker 
shoe." Diamond
 said. "The hot 
selling shoe 
is




The price of shoes ranges from 
$30 to $50. Diamond said. 
While 
men can he relied on to 
wear shorts and a shin,  women have 
more 
choices of what 
they  can 
wear.
 
The  can either wear a short  
skirt 




"It's lord to say 
what  the 
v,iiman
 wears on the courts.- Di-
amond said. "It all depends on the 










  512, 
ruiih 





Following a visit to a sporting 
goods store, 
the tennis player is all 
set for a game of tennis. 
Now.
 
they only didn't have to wait or a 
court to 
open
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begin and Elaine 
Higgins  sat 
with her fiancee
 in the trout 
row of the audience 
"If his eyes go up, that means 
he likes it.   she said 
The lingerie show 
was part °I 
Bridal Faire *S7. 
where bridal ac-
cessories were set up 
in booths 
throughout
 the Santa Clara Conven-
tion Center. 
Although there was a 
variety  of 
night wear 
at
 the show,  the 
styles  







lingerie  was for the more 
sophisticated 
woman.  Many models 




wear,  and modest short 
outfits. 
There was
 one slip outfit that 
looked like the underwear that Ma 
and Laura 
wore on Little 





 women's lashion, it 
was  
the male models 




tiger -striped, silky, 
short jacket and sunshades,
 similar 
to the 
Don Johnson look. Jim 
Bon-
field 







off  his jacket, and 
paraded in black
 bikini underwear 
"I give him a nine." a woman 
screamed from 
the crowd. 
"Now ladies, stay 
calm,"  said 
emcee  Rich Amooi. radio station 
KWSS disc jockey. 
The basic look 
for men was 




























































































































r to the many booths that 


























 are what's 
popular  
and 
more  men 
are Wy-
nn 
their wives,  she said. 
spectator,
 Mara Nylander, 
the lingerie at the booth. 
led to a picture of a 
woman  
on satin sheets in thigh
-





die if he 
n that 
she  said. 
at 






















Dixon  looked  through
 
widows,  


































 more than a  
pair
 of under-
wear. If you want to he classy, or show 
your true tacky sell . 
lingerie lits your 
personality. and local










 and I 
hear  'Oh 




 we try 
to make 
them feel
 at ease," 
said 
Carla 














'More people want 
silk.'' she said."les 
alluring when you wear 
something classy, hut 
then everyone needs her own pair of croichless 
panties." 
Simbulan recommends the panties he 
worn 
on




"You don't want to scare your partner he -
lore
 he 
knows you.' she said. 
Long gowns are popular. from $40 and 
up, and also silky teddies,  which look like the 
top half of a slip,  starting at $25. 
Lingerie 
styles
 are seasonal. Light colors. 
like peach and ivory are now popular, and in 
the 






what's popular  in Euro-
pean fashions. Lady in Lace in the Pruneyard 
specializes in imports. 
The  difference between American and Eu-
ropean lingerie  
is the colors. In the U.S. there's 
basically
 white, pink and black. But 
you'll  see 
more emerald greens,  
browns and bright 
golds  
from 
Europe.  said salesclerk Leila 
Riddell. 
There's a 
wide variety of soft lace teddies,  
silky 
shorts,  bras and underwear. 
Teddies  
range from 






class  is too expensive, and you're 
looking for a 
ilder  look, there's Frederick's 
of
 Hollywood in Eastridge 
Shopping  Center. 
There's a section for 





sorted colors or $5. 
And for a 
little  more flair, 
there  are G-
strings 
decorated  with 




also  vary from 
colorful  
saloon -style 
corsets  to big sellers 
like,  black 3 -
inch -wide 




















 easier to 
care

























































































late spring and summer 
--hut
 it's time to reverse the pro-
cess for fur coats, according to an 
industry 
Consultant.  
"Leaving your fur out in hot. 
dry weather is one of the 
worst 
things you can do to 
your
 coat," 
says Konnie Karopoulos. executive 
director of the Master Furriers Guild 









 is a must to 
remove 
din and 















returning  the 
loft and 






















































































 to stop in for
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95050
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Lisa  Hobadilla 
Just as there is mainstream
 
music and 
mtxlern.  alternative 
music,  there is 
mainstream  and 
alternative
 fashion. The main 
differences
 between the two
 are 
the attitude 





to impress; an alterna-
tive 
dresser's




























clothes  one will find at depart-
ment stores 
and  shops in malls. 
The store
 is more 
like  a bou-
tique. 
catering








 different to 
wear.  
"We're  more 
aware  of 
unique fashions
 --- instead 
of 
dressing  like 
everyone  else. We 
show 
styles  from 
England
 and 
















The stores offer 
daring  
and 
hold clothes which are fad-











and skirts,  as 
well 
as














The prices range from 















are laced -up 
the front 
























































are  big sellers. 
especially the Creepers and skull 




"We will he receiving 
summer items, such as petticoats 
for summer and vinyl clothing," 
she said. 
She said that she thinks tur-
tlenecks and skirts with zippers 










Taylor.  opened the 
shop,
 because they 
felt a definite 
need for 
modern clothing
 in San 
Jose.  Neither of the 

















  Daily staff 
photographer
 
Sarah I ,aight , co-owner of Diva clothing store, fixes a model in a 
the display iv indow, "so the clothes won't fall off.' she said. 
having just arrived from 
Eng-
land, 




Diva was fashioned. 
Laight
 said it was 
difficult  
to find a place to open a shop in 
the area. Diva 
moved  from its 
first location 










shoe  area in the rear 
of
 the store. 
It isn't too 
large a place, 
but 
there's  space enough 
for dis-
plays and 












 "everything under the 
sun," of all age groups who 





 at 1337 Lin-
coln
 Ave. in San
 Jose. It seems
 
that 




 than the hip 
crowd 
Diva  should 
attract. But
 




available  in 











 going  
club. 
hopping




























Saturday -- a day in paradise 
for 
bargain
 shoppers who love to 
spend 
hours hunting through racks 
and
 














Goodwill Industries may not 
he anyone's idea of heaven. hut it 
does
 
sell clothing and household 
items at affordable
 prices. 




 and a 
lot of people who 
sell 
clothes on consignment." said 
Hilda 
Dialey,
 Goodwill's Campbell 
store manager.
 "People come from 
antique
 stores to buy 
clothes."  
The Campbell store
 offers a 
variety of items from used records 
and hooks to children's ski suits. It 
also has an impressive collection of 
used shoes, 
including new -looking 
penny
 loafers, sneakers and 
'40s  
style women's 
pumps which vary in 
price 
from







stores in Santa 
Clara  County 
The 
Campbell  store is at 66 S. San 
Tomas  Aquino Rd. 
The store
 is open 9 a.m. 
to 7 
p.m. Monday through 
Thursday.
 9 
a.m, to M p.m. on 








noon  to  5 
p.m. on 
Sunday. 
For the devoted shopper one 
stop
 is 
never enough. After a 
couple 
of 
hours at Goodwill. it's 
off
 to 
Thrill Village for more fun. 
Thrift Village fits the limita-
tions
 of a 
student's budget. It 
sells
 
used hod Lacoste 
shins, wool 
sweaters from Macy's and even an 
engraved purple and 
red toilet seat 
cover. Yes,  it really does have ev-
erything.  
Most of the 
clothes
 at Thrift 
Village are used. Hope Rehabilita-
tion Services
 solicits and then sells 
items for the store chain. 
Prices vary from 69 
cents  for 
children's jeans
 to fur coats for
 
$399. The stock 
includes
 house-
wares. bedding. furniture. tele-










no lines to get in. 
to look at 
clothes 
or
 to try 
them 
on.  Most (il 
the 












 her clothes 
at 
discount  
stores for 10 
years.  She described 
herself as a 




 like buying into 
the 
system.  










hardly used and 
they should he 










which  was in 
perfect
 con-
dition.  It cost her only $9. 
Other shoppers.







quest  for comfortable 
clothes
 
they can brag about without 
spend-
ing 
a lot of money. Whatever
 the 
case, people




 at Goodwill. 











 also call 
stores
 that are 























joh  is so enjoyable,
 she
 said. 








































































 through the thousands of 
secondhand  
books  on sale at 
Thrift Village. 
painters buy them to work in, he 
said. 
"There are a lot 
of
 regular cus-
tomers. That's what makes it fun." 
Chaffin said. "I had no intention of 
staying 
here  (for one and -a -half 
years), but it's a 
blast,
 I love it." 
The thrift store 
business  is a 
strong
 market, but the real key is 
finding the right
 charity to 
work
 
with the store. A 





 the business and 
left to open 
their 





seems to he going 






 between expensive clothes 
lines But for shoppers, students as 
well as determined 
bargain hunters,  
the fun is in the race for the hest 
buy. 






cials. Every Sunday there is a 20 
percent discount on all used mer-
chandise If the item is on sale, only 
the larger 
discount  is available. 
Thrift 
Village  is open from
 9 





9 a.nt to 9 p.m.
 Thurs-
day and 
Friday and 9 a.m.
 to 6 p.m. 
on


























 the aisles 
at Thrift 
Village. 
Slowly,  the 
shopping
 day is 
wearing down. But you need that 
special item and you're willing to 
pay a little more. 
Eleanor's Discount Fashions 
sells both new and old clothes at 
reasonable rates. Approximately 50 
percent of the clothes are sold on 
consignment. 
Items on consignment are 
bought 
from manufacturers and are 
sold  by agents who give a certain 
percentage back to the manufac-
turer. The items may be new. from 
displays or even out 
of season. The 
other half 
is purchased from stores 
going out of business




 the season. 




browse  at because there's 
not high 
pressure  sales here," said 
Donna Stave, store manager.' Re-
gulars  know how ti, shop here and 














down  to 
$50.  
"Thrill stores don't imply the 
quality hut discount means reduced 
prices and doesn't imply quality is 
less." Stave said. 
The  















 to 6 
p.m. 
and  






































and  Perms 
Natural  Coloring 
Hot Oil 
Manicures 
or a Special 
"Pediflex"  
2 
























Wednesday.  March 





fi.s Judith /- ought 








Vintage clothing is "anything
 
that is no 







 store specializing in that 
type ol 
clothing.  He said that actu-
ally vintage 
clothing  includes any-





ntage .  ' Stevens said. 
The first reaction when you 
walk into Tickled Pink is 
"I 
wouldn't be 
caught dead wearing 
any  of this stuff." Then you 
start 
going  through the 
racks and find a 
pink prom dress from the 50s or a 
black and white mini 
dress front the 
fills 
and  you try to think of places 




While the store itself isn't 
very  
large, it does 
have  a relatively large 
selection
 of clothing and accessories 
from every decade from 




Dresses are tacked to the ceil-
ing and sequined hats line the walls. 
Shoes that look as if they had never 
been worn sit 
among the rows of 
leather and snakeskin purses. 
The clothing
 is all in excellent 
condition.  According to the 
salesclerk, if anything
 comes in 
with a hole or a tear, the staff either 
mends it or labels it as "damaged -








 a patron 
of Tickled Pink, chooses a vintage object from the store's
 
collect lin] . 
the tag and discounts it. 
Stevens said that some of the 
clothing 
comes from estate 
sales  
and flea markets, hut he said he 








1240  So 
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"We try to gel everything in 
good condition," Stevens said." All 
the clothing is dry-cleaned, washed, 
and steamed before being put out." 
Tickled Pink prides itself on 
the 
selection,  quality, condition, 
and
 price of its merchandise, said 
co-owner
 Clif Sandifer. 
"You can't get
 clothes today 
that were made 
as well as clothes 
























becoming  an art  an 
appreciation  of the past.' said Sand-
ifer.
 
The clientele used to he only 
the 
young.  
"Three years ago it was
 ba-
sically teenagers, but now it's a lot 
inore older people looking."
 said 
store 
clerk  Niki Varadi. 
She said a lot of people come 
into the store
 looking for clothing 
for 
costume  parties. 
"Halloween is a madhouse." 
Varadi said. 
It is also busy around the end 
,if 
the year because people are 
looking for something to wear on 
New Year's Eve, she said. 
Varadi, a Saratoga High 
School student,
 said she has always 
been interested in fashion and 
has 




"I was always playing dress -
up when




"My mother was a fashion de-




dressing from the 
'60s for about  six years." she said. 
"I've always been 
very much into 
Diana 
Pine-Carranza  of Camp-
bell came
 to the store to look for an 
outfit
 to wear 
to her 
birthday  party. 












 to wear. she said.  
. ...... . . 
"This is my fourth or fifth time 




was  lucky 






 She was 
all  set for 
her 
party.  




the  people are 




 Press. a theater 
arts 







































 see if I 





















are  not 


























ored  clip 
earrings,
 cute 




















 he able to see 
through
 them. 






 stores are at 342 
E. Campbell Ave. and 726 
Villa  in 
Mountain View. They are open 
Monday through 
Saturday  11:30 
a.m. to 6 p.m.
 and Sundays noon to 
5 p.m. 
Bret 




A wide variety of vintage hats, as well as clothing, purses and jew-
elry, can he found at Campbell's
 
















In a society where the 
"perfect 
site
 seven" is practi-
cally 
worshipped,
 the hig,  tall. 




















































the  public include  
Evan 
Picone,  Perry Ellis,  Ellen 
Tracy
 and Anne 
Klein. 
Petite 
sizes are for any 
woman 
who is 5 




department  at 
Empo-
rium 















shop in the area 
that specializes 
in clothes for












"There  have been
 major in-












The  Limited, a 
chain of ju-
nior 
clothing  stores.  
bought 
Lane 













fabrics  and 
styles 
are wonderful.









past  six years.






transition  was from 
"tent 









ors are brighter 
and  the styles are 
more fashionable.
 Mitchell said. 
"Business
 has increased. I 




Mitchell. a sell - pniclaimed 
"larger lady said that for 
years it w as dillicult for her to 
find colors and styles she liked.
 
"I think there was discimi-
nation against larger people. It 






"It was like being a sec-
ond-class 
citizen."  she said. 
The change in the industry 
has made all parties concerned 
happy. 
"The customers are 
thrilled,  
and so are the business 
poeple. It all 
w orks w hen you 




Warshowsky  . a 
salesman at Dahle's Big & Tall 
on West San Carlos Street ag-
rees. 
"The clothes  
have 
gotten 
more progressive in 
the 
laid 


















more attractive shades. 
"Ten years 
ago, there 







 he said. 
Warshowsky





 the male 
population  is 
in





















 AP) A color 












marches forward in a 
prolusion
 of 





















 NAA executive 
director.
 "The 




have always been 
good
 old, safe 








 and changed 
all  that.'' 
Colors  this 






























































are  getting 
bolder  for 
spring  as 
well,  
















 to he a 
strong theme
 in prints. 
However, 
the 















































































Snappy dressers on a low budget 
will 
he thrilled 
with  the bargains
 they'll 
bind
 in all kinds








The shop,  located at 93 S. First St. is a bright,  
clean
 boutique
 with loads of trendy clothes and jewelry 
galore at low  prices. 
One part 








which  is 
a change




s3 to $4 in other bargain stores. 
Many racks laden with clothes are arranged in the 
shop




and  dresses. 
The garments offered range from casual to ath-
letic to dressy items. The prices on all items are more 
than 







pant  prices range from
 $4.80 to 
$12.80.
 
Shirts are between $6.80 and $15.80 and dresses can 
cost from $11.80 to $89.80.'' said Bella Castillo. 
saleswoman  at Angeles. 







most young people today are 
dressing in. it 
of






 much more than just 
clothes.
 
Among other items. it carries tights, hair accessories, 
belts  and makeup. 
Although the shop is cluttered with all these 
things,  it is not 
untidy.
 In fact, the atmosphere invites 
the customer to spend a little time browsing in the 
shop.
 





isit  it frequently. said Castillo. 
The shop does a lot of business with students, she said. 
Jewelry' prices start at 99 -cents for a single pair 
of 
earrings and can be as 
much  as $30 for full set of ear-













 Kim, the new



















 cater to a 
wide range of 
customers. The
 
clothes  at 
Angeles












 the shop are good
 styles in 
bright,
 lively
 prints and colors. 
Those  who want 
more 
conservative  day 
wear will find 
that,  too. at 
Angeles.  
Angeles is open 
seven  days a week front 
10:341 
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
It will remain open 
during the con-
struction 
taking  place downtown.
 It may he a 
trifle in-
convenient
 to maneuver 




the  streets are torn -
up, and you 
may' have to 
park
 on adjacent 
streets,  but 
once
 you do, you'll find it's  
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word On the 
street
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"bubble"  or 
"pool" 
look, 













which  make 
an average 
waist  look tiny 
Colors will run

















still big this 
year." 


























selection  of 
evening 
fashions





and  wedding 
parties. 
Gowns 
begin  at 






















 on the 
price
 of a dress.
 It's not 
unusual  for 





men wanting a night 
on the 
town,





 these styles are beginning 
to vary tom the
 basic 
black  111%. 
''The European styles like 
Pierre Cardin are still very popu-
lar." said Hunter
 Elkins,  assistant 
manager
 of Pacific Formal Wear. 




























































 free visit per person with 
this coupon 
Only
 one coupon per 
person
 
will  be 
honored 









 expires April 1 
1981  
Maintenance
 fees not included 
EXKUTAN 












 San Jose 
tat 
Soultnvest  Expressway) 
(408)947-7866 









 high school proms
 contin-
ues to 
he the white tuxedo 
with  
tails. 
"This doesn't necessarily look 
good 
on 
everyone." he said. 
"Somehow it 
got drilled in their 
heads
 to 
wear  a 
white 
tux." 
Pacific Formal Wear offers a 




 senior majoring in 
advertising, as well as a member 
of 
Sigma Chi. 
specializes  in catering 
to the evening wear
 needs of frater-
nities.
 
He said the store
 rents a black 
Pierre 










the regular price 
for the tux alone 
might he as much as $60. 
"When a fraternity contacts 
me. 
I go over
 to the house 
















the day after. 
'I do 
virtually  all the 
work and 
all the fraternity 
has  to do is pick up 
the telephone.
 '  
He 
said
 he has been 
handling 
SJSU 
fraternities  for 
the past four
 




 men on 








 prices range from 




$12  for shoes. 
Pacific Formal Wear is located 
at 1910 Camden Ave. in San Jose 
and there are six other 
locations  in 










 YORKI API --- 
Looking 




 How about 
wear-
able art? 
The  canvas 
can
 he as close
 
as the seat 
of
 your pants. 
According
 to some representa-
tives of the denim 
industry,  there is 
a 





decorating  haste blue jeans. 
Would-be artists 
are  using 
rhinestones  and appliques, bleach, 
paint, 
feathers
 and patches of 
fabric 
to create  some 
of the more 
imagina-
tive





 designers and art-
ists  including 
Yves
 St. Laurent, 
Hermes and 
Andy Warhol  
re-
cently turned out denim 
originals 
that 
were  auctioned oil at an AIDS 
benefit in New 
York.  
Among the one -of -a -kind cre-
ations were elegant evening 
looks  
with seed pearls,  fur, 
suede and 
leather trim, jackets with floral ap-




art  is not new hut 
the motivation has changed. says 




































dance dress? Or 
maybe
 




















waiting  at 
ldamina's.  
ldamina's
 
17 
N. 
Santa 
Cruz 
Ave. 
Los  
Gatos  
354-7592 
